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ABSTRACT

Since the late 1980s an increasing amount of literature has
attempted to explain liberalization and democratization, or lack
thereof, in the Arab world. Theories have developed around such
concepts as civil society, state formation and political culture, yet a
conclusive theory that could predict the future of these two
processes in the Arab world has not emerged. This thesis seeks to
add to this body of work by theorizing that regime type 
specifically monarchical regimes - May be a useful variable in
analyzing political refonn in the region and will attempt to explain
how and under what conditions sorne countries will open their
political systems. This thesis takes the view that while there has
been sorne indication of liberalization in the Arab world there has
been very Little evidence of democratization. Evidence of
liberalization in Arab monarchies will be shown in case studies of
Kuwait and Jordan.

Depuis la fin des années 80, les historiens se penchent de plus en
plus sur la question de la démocratisation et de la libéralisation, ou
l'absence de ces tendances, dans le monde arabe. Bien que plusieurs
théories ont été développées pour adresser les concepts de la société
civile, la création des états et la culture politique, nous ne sommes
pas encore arrivés à une théorie définitive qui pourrait prédire
l'évolution des ces deux processus à l'avenir. La présente thèse
cherche à contribuer à ce discours en proposant que de situer cet
analyse dans l'optique d'un régime-type - spécifiquement le régimes
monarchique - pourrait s'avérer utile en examinant la politique
réformiste dans la région. Or, il s'agit d'expliquer comment et sous
quelles conditions les pays qui sont le sujet de cette étude sont prêts
à ouvrir leurs systèmes politiques aux courants nouveaux. Cette
thèse prend la position que malgré des indications d'une
libéralisation progressive dans le monde arabe, il y a peu de signes
d'une démocratisation réelle. Par le biais de cas études des régimes
kuwai ti et jordanais, je montrerai des évidences d'une libéralisation
chez les monarchies arabes.
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INTRODUCfION

The late 1980s represent the lime period in whieh many scholarly works began

diseussing democratization and liberalization in the Arab World. For those in the field

ofArab politics, this movement toward reform seemed the result ofeeonomie crises

that swept through the region as oil priees plummeted in the late 1970s and into the

1980s. Countries such as EÇJPt, Jordan and Algeria were forced to impose harsh

economic reforms in arder to combat increasing debt, and to meet the requirements of

intemationallending institutions. Inevitably, the burden ofthese new economic

measures Cell on the baeks of the people who had previously been protected from world

market prices on basic eommodities through government subsidies. Along with rising

unemployment and failing social welfare systems, demonstrations and riots in sorne

countries indicated that support for existing regimes was slipping.

Initially, several Arab countries attempted to bargain with opposition instead of

implementing a forceful craekdown on growing public dissent. Algeria and Jordan

faeed "bread riots" in 1989, which surprised regime officiais due to the intensity of the

riots and the traditionally loyal communities that initiated them. Both Algeria and

Jordan responded aImost immediately with promises ofpoliticalliberalization and

democratic elections. In each case, civil society blossomed overnight as the

government relaxed controls on political groups and public meetings; however, within

months regime leaders in sorne countries demonstrated the limits of the people's

politicalliberty. In Aigeria, the rollback was severe and complete. The military seized

the reins ofgovemment and halted the democratic experiment, leaving the country in

the throes ofan ongoing civil war for aImost a decade. In Jordan, reversais of
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liberalization and tolerance for pluraIism have been subtler. In the ten years following

the 1989 riots, the Jordanian monarchy has reversed a number of reforms; at the same

time, it has allowed sorne liberaI democratic principles to take hold. SeveraI other

countries in the Middle East have been experimenting with liberaIization during the

same period, which demonstrates that there is the potential for more liberal and even

democratic forms of political systems in the region. Nevertheless, which leaders are

prepared to relinquish sorne of their power and how can they safely do so without

losing everything?

Scholarship on the subject of liberalization and democratization in the Arab

world has largely revolved around several theories that are popular throughout the field

of comparative political science, including the concept of civil society and economic

theories, to explain the existence or lack ofthese two processes in modem day political

systems. Despite the attention this subject has gamered in recent years no conclusive

theory has emerged that can successfully predict the future of political reform in the

Arab world with respect to democracy. This paper intends to take a slightly different

approach in explaining political reform seeking to explore evidence of liberalization in

Arab countnes through the independent variable regime type - specifically the

monarchical regime type. Using the comparative case study method oftwo

monarchical regimes -Jordan and Kuwait - this paper attempts to develop a theory by

which future political reform in Arab monarchies May more easily he predicted, and to

show the broader ramifications of the variable regime type in explaining the reasons

and methods in which a country introduces political openings.

Several reasons May he put forward as to why the political elite of a country

2
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would want to follow a path of liheralization: the political maturity of the people; the

desire to deflect criticism of the state; or the creation of a bargaining tool that reinforces

the legitimacy of the regime. Populations have become increasingly better educated as

the tide of information washes across the globe and as more people are exposed to

Western ways of thinking., which includes different political systems. Leaders may

recognize that these people have the ability to effectively take part in the day-to-day

running of the state. Associations within Arab countries., such as professional

associations and chambers ofcommerce, have become highly organized and effective

lobby groups for policy changes. This development of political thought and action

within Arab countries makes it difficult for governments to completely ignore the will

of the people. More importantly, by allowing sorne political participation by a

representative body elected through popular vote, the government provides a way to

divert criticisrn from the head of state towards the legislative body. This lets a president

or monarch rnanipulate the political machinery of the state while staying somewhat

hidden behind the elected body. Finally, political reform becornes a bargaining tool

that allows sorne regimes to oudast a difficult crisis period, as opposed to using force to

quiet their citizens in time ofcrisis. Thus, in the case of many Arab states, those hit

hardest by economic austerity rneasures \vere offered political reform in retum for

compliance with these necessary rneasures.

Of the Arab countries that have experimented with liberalization in the 1980s

and 1990s, sorne countries ruled by monarchies are among those that have

demonstrated the most political openings. Although aIl Arab regirnes that have allowed

incremental political change in the past two decades subsequently reversed a number of

3
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their refonn policies, monarchies such as Kuwait~ Jordan and to some extent Morocco

still exhibit an active civil society, political parties that play by democratic rules, and a

press that is allowed to criticize the government though not the monarch.

The constitutionally entrenched and traditional authority of monarchs enable

them ta test the \vaters of liberalization by putting reforms in place that are liberal and

democratic., yet retaining the power to suspend political processes and rule through

puppet govemments. For the most part, monarchs rernain out ofreach of elected

legislative bodies, while maintaining control over the military and security forces that

safeguard against militant political factions. Monarchs can also leave political

decisions to their politicians when it is convenient for the king to avoid unpopular

decisions. In sorne Arab monarchies there are parliamentary elections with few

restrictions on who can run. There are also open political debates, where legislative

members may openly criticize the government. Ho\vever, it is still within the power of

the king to arbitrarily dismiss the parliament or proclaim martiallaw. With strong

contrais over policy rnaking and an acceptance by the majority that the monarch is the

legitimate ruler, the palace is able to experiment with liberalization without fear of its

opponents growing too strong and threatening the stability of the regime.

A Typology for Arab Monarchies: Case Selection

The two cases ofliberalizing monarchs in the Arab world, Jordan and Kuwait

are selected as empirical examples to support and challenge the concept that regime

type plays a role in liberalization for a number of reasons. As a way to demonstrate

these reasons this study has created a typology to distinguish the types of monarchies in

the region.

4
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A number ofcharacteristics can be used to describe the political and economic

makeup of monarchies. Oil revenues have affected the economies ofevery monarchy

in the region. However, there is a notable distinction between oil-producing

monarchies that exemplify the rentier state and those monarchies that have little or none

of their own natural resources, which rely on workers' remittances and foreign aid for a

large portion of state revenues and which are therefore semi-rentier states. A second

characteristic that distinguishes monarchies is whether or not there is sorne degree of

political pluralism, or ta 'addudiyya. Where there is pluralism, no value is placed on

whether multiple parties are effective actors in the political system or are simply pawns

of the monarch. Finally, the term authoritarian will be used to describe those

monarchies in which the mler and his close family members are essentially the only

decision-makers in their political system. Their cabinets and consultative councils

mainly consist of family members appointed by the king. Civil associations or lower

Ievel political actors play little if any role in decision-making in such systems.

Characteristics Monarchies

Rentie::~~~~~;~~;;~~~;~~ahrainordan
uwait
orocco
man
atar

______~audi Arabia

r::IIl~~@§;:::::::::::===- -~nited Arab Emirates
Authoritari~l

Figure 1

The results are as folIow:

Bahrain, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE, and Oman - rentier authoritarian monarchies

5
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Jordan - semi-rentier constitutional monarchy with a degree of pluralism

Kuwait - rentier constitutional monarchy with a degree of pluralism

Morocco - constitutional monarchy with a degree ofpluralism

Several assumptions may be made based on the categorization ofArab

monarchies above. The first is that monarchies with vast oil rents have been able to

"legitimize" their mIe through neo-patrimonial systems and coercion facilitated by

internai security apparatuses. It may also be the case that the distribution of rents in

these states is such that people rarely criticize the government and are satisfied with the

ruler. Jordan, Kuwait - an exception among oil rich monarchies - and Morocco have

two characteristics in common: a certain degree of pluralism and a tradition of

constitutionalism. In using a typology hased on these characteristics, we may be able to

distinguish between two types of Arab monarchies existing today: first, authoritarian

monarchies in a rentier state; and second, monarchies that display a tolerance for

pluralism and have sorne tradition ofconstitutionalism.

Kuwait backed by oil revenues and Jordan, an economically have-not country,

have both introduced and maintained a higher degree of liberalization in comparison

with other monarchs and are amongst the most liberal countries in the Arab \vorld.

Hence, the economic variable acts as a control on the explanation of liberalization,

limiting theories that explain the liheralization and democratization or lack thereof in

Arab monarchies based solely on vast economic resources. A second control may be

introduced in response to the theory ofdynastie rule put forth by Michael Herb '.

Discussed in greater detail below this theory distinguishes between two types of

monarchies: those in which the most important positions of the state are filled only by

6
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members of the royal family, and those monarchies in which top positions may he filled

by family members or those close to the king but outside the family. As Kuwait is

considered under these conditions to he a dynastie monarchy and Jordan is not, the

variable "'dynastie mIe" again serves to act as a control on the expIanation of

Iiberalization, and weakens the explanatory power ofdynastie rule in determining the

future of politics in Arab monarchies.

This paper will be divided into three main sections. The tirst section provides a

brief comparison ofseveraI Arab constitutions that are used to show the differences

between republics and monarchies, as weIl as the difference between monarchies

themselves. This will provide a working understanding of the institutional significance

of this regime type. The second section will discuss theories of politicallegitimacy and

the factors that account for the survival of monarchies in the Arab world. The political

history oftwo monarchies, Kuwait and Jordan~ will be used to show survival factors

that have occurred in the years following the First World War until the mid 1980s. By

examining these two case studies, conclusions may be drawn about the political culture

surrounding monarchicaI regirnes. The third section of the thesis retums to the case

studies of Jordan and Kuwait in a detailed analysis of the refonn period, taking into

account what factors led to reform, how political elite implemented openings, and to

what extent liberal policies were adopted or reversed. The conclusion draws

comparisons between Kuwait and Jordan in terrns of liberalization strategies and

predicts how monarchical regimes will pursue liberalization in the future .

7
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1. METHODOLOGY

It is notable that Arab monarchies are among the most progressive liberalizers in

the region; also noteworthy is the fact that there are so many monarchies in one region

of the world. This thesis argues that the factors responsible for the survival of

monarchies in the region are of fundamental importance to the stability sorne

monarchies achieved by the late 1980s; thus, allowing rulers to choose the option of

political refonn to quell domestic unrest in the face ofcrisis as opposed to forceful

suppression. The ability of monarchs to legitimize and stabilize their regimes have

afforded them a level of security through which they may introduce poiitical openings

without jeopardizing the entire political system, namely the centralization of power in

the hands of the mler.

1.1. Legitimacy

Remarkably, almost half of the countries in the Middle East are monarchies:

Sabrain, Jordan, Kuwait. Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab

Emirates. No other region of the worId has as many ruling monarchies today. The

ability of monarchical regimes to legitimize their rule in the eyes of their people is an

important stabilizing factor. Before attempting to determine what factors enable the

resilience of monarchies in the region, the notion of'''politicallegitimacy'' should tirst

be established. Rodney Barker defines it as '"... the belief in the rightfulness of astate,

in its authority to issue commands, so that the commands are obeyed not simply out of

fear or self-interest, but because they are believed to have moral authority, because

subjects believe that they ought to obey.,,2

It is important to recognize that legitimacy is not necessarily a contrived act by

8
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which the ruler exploits his people for the purpose of increasing and maintaining bis

own power. Rather, legitimacy can be based on a number of variables over which the

ruler may have little control. According to Muthiah Alagappa, there are two key points

to keep in mind regarding legitimacy: fust, that '''legitimacy is a social practice, an

outcome of the interaction between ruler and ruled; hence it must be framed in the

sociopolitical and economic context of a specifie society at a specifie time"; second,

that "Iegitimacy is multifaeeted, highly contingent and adynamie feature of

government; hence its cultivation must be unending.,,3 However, this is not to reject the

notion that a ruler who seeks to maintain his leadership must be adept at manipulating

certain situations in a manner that increases his legitimacy. Alagappa identifies four

elements of legitimacy: shared norms and values; conformity with established rules for

acquiring power; proper and effective use of power; and consent of the govemed.4

In the late 1970s, Michael C. Hudson indicated that:

The central problem of govemment in the Arab world today is political
legitimacy. The shortage ofthis indispensable political resouree largely
accounts for the volatile nature of Arab politics and the autocratie,
unstable character of ail the present Arab govemments.5

Hudson argues that the problem of legitimacy in the Arab world is due ta the fact that

regimes do not uphold Dankwart Rustow's three prerequisites for political modemity:

authority, identity, and equality.6 Authority is viewed as a set of political structures that

are endowed with "rightness" that fonn an authoritative link between the govemed and

govemors. Identity is a political community that ties the people together, set aside from

subnational and supranational identities. Finally, equality is a factor that is more

modem, yet an idea, along with freedom and democracy that are ''' ... today inextricable

criteria for legitimate political order in the Arab world.,,7

9
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Hudson critiques three theoretical approaches that may be used to examine the

formation of legitimacy through social change. The transformationist model perceives

a change of the fundamental political system through revolution; the change is from the

traditional political roots to a new rational order. The mosaic model examines those

"primordial and parochial,,8 loyalties that exist during modemization and that may

conflict with new loyalties. This modellooks at the construction of legitimacy through

bargaining and conflict management of primai identifications with new ideas brought

about through modemization. Finally, the social mobilization theory, as used by Karl

Deutsch, is based on growth processes such as economic development, mass media

exposure, urbanization, education and increased literacy. Social mobilization

politicizes more people, which in turn enlarges and fragments the elite. Social

mobilization may put more demands on decision-makers and bureaucracy.

Nevertheless, govemments may evolve to meet these needs. The ability of actors

within states to develop identities with groups in the state or outside through social

mobilization may weaken the state's legitimacy.9

For Hudson. the weakness of the transfonnationist model can be seen in the fact

that revolutionary systems in the Middle East, such as those in Syria, Iraq, Aigeria and

Egypt, were unable to institute legitimacy quickly based on modem precepts. It is

difficult to dispense with traditional values. The mosaic model shows its weakness

when the recent history of Arab states are examined. Sorne fractures have developed

based on ethnicity and religion such as the Kurds and Sudanese blacks. Nevertheless,

politics in the region have shown in the past a movement toward assimilation, as seen in

the trend toward Arab nationalism in the 1950s and 1960s, rather than in fragmentation.

10
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According to Hudson, the social mobilization model is better since it takes the

transfonnationist and mosaic models ioto account; however, it does rernain

oversimplified as a theoretical approach to legitimacy.lO

While Hudson in the 1970s sougbt to analyze problems of legitimacy in Arab

monarchies, scholarship in the 1990s sought to establish whether or not Arab leaders

would attempt to legitimize their rule by implementing democratic politics. In the past

ten years, scholarship on the processes of liberalization and democratization in the Arab

world generally consisted of single variable explanations. Among the popular variables

used in studies of the Arab world recently have been political culture, political

economy, Islam and international pressure. Political Liberalizalion and

Democratization in the Arab World, Volume 1 was one of the more important

publications published the 1990s; it emphasizes the debate among scholars of what the

best way of explaining liberalization and democratization, and the absence thereof.

This work was also instrumental in demonstrating the limitations of these approaches.

Michael C. Hudson and Lisa Anderson debated the strengths and weaknesses of a

cultural approach to politics in the Arab world. Giacomo Luciani and Daniel Brumberg

examine the economic approach to politics in the region, emphasizing the impact of

rentier economies and economic crises on the way leaders mIe. Although civil society

is not a tenn that has acquired a universally accepted definition, it is a popular approach

by which to examine the processes ofdemocratization and liberalization within a

particular country. Both Mustapha Kamel al-Sayyid and Saad Eddin Ibrahim deal with

this approach. Samih K. Farsoun and Christina Zacharia explore international political

economy, while F. Gregory Gause III looks al regional pressure on Arab regimes.

Il
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These approaches use single variables to expIain democratization in the Arab regimes;

however, none proved sufficient in accurately determining the political outcome of

countries in the region in the future. The book did demonstrate the salience of each of

these factors; however, the value ofanyone ofthese approaches may be significantly

increased if successfully combined with another approach.

While the first volume ofPoUtical Liberalization & Democralization in the

Arab World surveys the theoretical debates surrounding liheralization and

democratization in the Arab world. the second volume presents a selection of case

studies used as a comparative body to explore evidence of these processes. It is in the

conclusion of this work that the concept of regime type playing a crucial role in

facilitating democratization in Arab countnes is described. In particular, monarchies

may he in a position to create ~~rules" for the transition to democracy, " ... and to thereby

act simultaneously as both interested players and far-from-impartial umpires in the

political reform process.,,11 In short, the more legitimate the monarchy seems, the

better able it will be to control the transition to democracy. This approach is different

from those mentioned above, since it does not rely on internaI factors of the state, which

may be found across a spectrum of political regime types. Instead, it hypothesizes that

an important variable affecting Iiberalization is the type of regime. The ability of

leaders to enact change cautiously, often with their own personal power in mind is

determined by the structure of the regime and the rules set forth by this regime.

Domestic actors are still variables in how the regime is govemed, but the type of regime

is significant in determining how these pressures are dealt with. Furthermore, in

keeping with the concept put forward by Korany, Brynen and Noble this paper takes the

12
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view that the transition processes of liberalization does not rest exc1usively on the

monarchical variable, but may " ...be facilitated by coexistence of pluralism,

monarchical institutions, and sorne tradition ofconstitutionalism.,,12

This paper applies the same methodology and approach as that of Korany,

Brynen and Noble in both their Political Liberalization and Democratization in the

Arab World volumes. The authors hold that liberalization and democratization are

distinctive tenns:

Whereas liberalization involves the institutionalization of civil and political
freedoms, democratization is more concemed with the degree of citizen
participation as weIl as the accountability and turnover of governing elites. 13

A degree of liberalization has taken place in sorne Arab countries, yet even without

getting into the semantics of the term ""democratization", it would be difficult to daim

that there has been any real democratization for a sustained period oftime in any Arab

country.

2. MONARCHS AND REPUBLICAN LEADERS: A CONSTITUTIONAL

DERATE

The difference between republican regimes and monarchical regimes in the

Middle East seems almost indetenninable. Presidents and kings use similar methods to

suppress opposition and maintain rule. Both regime types have used external rents to

create social safety nets that appease their people and offset the demand for more open

political systems within their countries. Rulers in monarchies and republics have used

Islam as a legitimating factor upon which to support their mIe. Ho\vever, the mie ofa

monarch differs from the rule of a republican leader because of institutional factors: the

13
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particu1arly, the mies that govem change in leadership. In many of the constitutions in

the Arab world, the position and power of leaders are clearly defined.. as is the process

ofreplacing leaders through elections or succession. Clearly, sorne constitutions are

interpreted in a certain way to benefit current leaders since, in most cases, leaders have

been in power for decades. While sorne bend and break rules in their constitutions,

others follow the constitutions, but use fraudulent methods to undermine the processes

contained within, as occurs most notably during elections.

Nevertheless, although constitutions and mies of leadership do change, they are

not altered without sorne level ofdomestic and international scrutiny. Thus, leaders

must weigh a number of factors before they veer from their country's constitution.

Almost ail of the constitutions of Arab countries contain democratic processes and

commitments to open political systems. In the case of republican regimes, leaders have

changed few times in the last half-century, yet according to their constitutions, there is

the potential for democratic elections for the highest position of power in these

countnes. In monarchical regimes in the Arab world, their constitutions clearly state

that the monarch is the most powerful person in the country; there is no constitutionaI

possibility that someone other than a member of the royal family may take the throne.

The examination of certain articles in several of the Arab countries' constitutions

demonstrates the difference between republics and monarchs specifically, and between

monarchical regimes generally.

14
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the king. Article 28 outlines the mies for succession of the throne, which is passed

through the lineage of King Abdullah Ibn Al-Hussein. Article 34 empowers the king to

dissolve the National Assembly. Article 35 allows the king to appoint and dismiss the

Prime Minister and ministers. Article 125 gives the king the power to declare martial

law in time ofemergency by decree. Despite these constitutional provisions that

solidify the king as the ;;entre of political power, sorne articles in Jordan's constitution

would support a democratic regime. Articles 53 through 56 set out rules by which

ministers or the Council of Ministers May be submitted to a vote of no confidence and

ministers May also be impeached in the Chamber of Deputies. Article 93 of the

constitution allows that a two-thirds vote in both the Upper and Lower houses May

override the king's veto of legislation. The constitution also gives way to other tenets

found in democratic regimes, such as freedom ofassociation, including political parties

(Article 16).14 Although Jordan offers rules and freedoms that are found in the

constitutions of democratic regimes~ these liberties are offset by the incontestable rule

of the monarch. Jordan's history shows that the king, when faced with opposition, will

dismiss parliament and declare astate 0 f emergency.

2.2. Morocco

Although the first article of Morocco's constitution states that Morocco "is a

constitutionaL democratic, and social Monarchy," it is clear that the majority of

political power rests in the hands of the king. Article 20 states the succession roles for

the king of Morocco, which is passed through the lineal descendants of King Hassan II.

Article 24 allows the king to appoint and terminate the Prime Minister and other

members of the government. Article 27 gives the king the right to dissolve the

15
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Chamber of Representatives by decree under the conditions set forth in Articles 70 and

72. Article 35 provides that the king has the right to declare a state of emergency by

decree, if the "integrity of the national territory is threatened, or when events occur

which May impair the functioning of the Constitutional Institutions." There is very

little separation of powers: Article 84 indicates that the Superior Council of the

Magistracy is presided over by the king. Beyond the seemingly overwhelming power

of the monarch, there are sorne articles of the constitution that uphold liberal and

democratic principles. The Chamber of Representatives is empowered to vote on law

and to approve the budget, according to Articles 44 and 49. Article 9 sets forth

guarantees for all citizens: freedom ofopinion, freedom of expression, freedom to

assemble, and freedom to join any trade union or political organization. 15 Morocco's

ultimate authority rests with the king; however, guaranteed freedoms and constitutional

authority given to the elected body do offer sorne balance of power, at least on paper.

Elections to Morocco's Chamber of Representatives have taken place in the 1990s, and

rnay be significant indicators that Morocco will uphold sorne of its constitution's

democratic principles.

2.3. Kuwait

The Kuwaiti constitution establishes at Article 4 that the Ernirate of Kuwait as a

monarchy, the power of which is passed through the succession ofdescendants 0 f the

late Mubarak al-Sabah. Article 51 states that legislative power is vested in the emir and

the National Assembly. Article 52 provides that executive power is vested in the emir,

the cabinet, and the ministers. As with Jordan and Morocco, the emir is empowered to

appoint and dismiss the Prime Minister and ministers, according to Article 56. One
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concession that Kuwait's constitution makes in terms of the cabinet is that ministers are

often appointed from the ranks of the National Assembly. Although the emir does not

have to select his ministers exclusively from the Assembly, it may develop into an

unwritten tradition, like that found in other democratic countries, such as Britain.

Article 69 indicates that the emir has the power to declare martiallaw; however, the

same article also sets limits on the duration of martial law, which is to be decided by a

majority vote in the National Assembly. Article 101 provides that ministers may be

subjected to a vote of no-confidence in the Assembly; the vote of no-confidence is by

Assembly members only, ministers do not take part. At Article 107, it is stated that the

emir may dissolve the National Assembly by decree, but elections for a new Assembly

must be held within two months ofdissolution, otherwise the dissolved Assembly is

reinstated. The emir is also given the power of veto over legislation under the

constitution. 16 Of the monarchical constitutions treated herein, Kuwait allows for the

most democratic processes. The legislative power of Kuwait is significant in terms of

its monarchies; nevertheless, as seen in recent years, the emir will dismiss the Assembly

and disregard the constitution when it suits him.

2.4. Egypt and Aigeria

Despite being an authoritarian state, Egypt's constitution represents a

Presidential Republic based on democratic elections. Unlike the lineal succession of

leadership in monarchies, Egypt's head of state changes through a democratic process.

After gaining approval in the elected People's Assembly by a two-thirds vote, a

candidate for the President of the Republic is referred to the citizens for referend~

where he must receive a majority of votes, according to Article 76. Article 77 provides
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that the president may he re-elected to office for more than one tenn. Not only does the

republic ofEgypt and the monarchies differ in terms ofhow a head of state cornes to

power, but aIso by the manner he may be removed from office. Article 85 of the

Egyptian constitution empowers the People's Assembly to impeach the president for

high treason or a criminal act by a two-thirds vote in favour of impeachment. No

monarchical constitution allows for the removal of the head ofstate except through

death or ill health. The president is entitled to appoint and dismiss the Prime Minister

and ministers, according to Article 148. Article 148 aIso provides that the president

may proclaim a state of emergency, but the state of emergency must be of limited time

and is subject to the People's Assembly approval to be continued. Unlike the monarchs

in other states, the president does not have the power to dissolve the National

Assembly.17

As in Egypt. Aigeria's head of state is a democratically elected candidate, who is

elected through a universal, secret and direct vote, according to Article 71. Under

Article 74 the presidential mandate is five years and a president can only serve two

terms. Several articles in Aigeria's constitution indicate the immense power of the

president during times ofemergency. Article 93 states that when the country is

threatened by an impending danger to its institutions, to its independence or to its

territorial integrity, the President of the Republic decrees a state of exception. This

entitles the president to take exceptional measures dictated by the safeguard of the

independence of the Nation and the institutions of the Republic. Article 96 states that

during the period of the state ofemergency the constitution is suspended and the

president assumes aIl the power. Articles 98 and 99 indicate that the legislative power
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ofAigeria is held by the parliament, which consists of two chambers, the People's

National Assembly and the Council ofNation (Article 98). The parliament controls the

action of its government (Article 99). Under Article 124 the president can legislate by

decree ifthere exists in vacancy of the National Assembly or during inter-session

periods. These decrees must he approved the next time the parliament sits otherwise

theyare void. The exception to this mIe is during a state of exception. 18 The Algerian

constitution exhibits a number of articles that are consistent with democratic republics;

however, the powers allotted the president during a state of emergency severely reduce

the liberties of the population at the same time elevating the president to the power ofa

dictator. Aigeria is still restricted by a vicious war between Islamist forces and the

military might of the state. NevertheIess, it was precisely the state ofdemocratic

transition that sparked this eight year guerrilla war.

2.S. Saudi Arabia and the other Gulf Monarchies

Saudi Arabia is a hereditary monarchy: the present king is a direct descendent of

the founding monarch, Abd al Aziz Bin Abd al-Rahman al Faysal Al Sa'ud. The king

chooses the heir apparent and may also relieve him of this title, according to Article 5

of its constitution. Article 6 informs Saudi Arabia's citizens that they are to pay

allegiance to the king in accordance with the Qu'ran and the tradition of the Prophet: ••...

in submission and obedience, in times of ease and difficulty, fortune and adversity."

Article 44 states that the judicial authority, the executive authority, and the regulatory

authority shaH cooperate with each other in the performance oftheir duties, in

accordance with this and other laws, and that the king shaH by the point of reference for

ail these authorities. Article 55 states that the king oversees the implementation of the
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[slamic Shari'ah, the system ofgovernment, the state's general policies, and the

protection and defence of the country. Articles 56,57, 58 outline the king's authority

over the Council of Ministers, and essentially boils down to the king' s mandate to

appoint or dismiss ministers by royal decree. Articles 61 & 62 state the king's power to

declare a state ofemergency and to undertake urgent measures during these times. 19

Special emergency powers seem unnecessary in the face of the overwhelming power of

Saudi Arabia's monarchy. Saudi Arabia's constitution institutionalizes the

centralization of nearly an political and judicial power in the hands of one man.

Similarly, Article 1 of the Bahraini constitution also sets forth the conditions for

succession of hereditary mie: mIe descends to the eldest son through the lineal descent

of His Highness Sheikh [sa bin Salman Al Khalifa. The emir has the right to appoint

one ofhis sons other than the eldest ifhe so chooses.2o The Sultanate of Oman is an

hereditary Sultanate in which the succession of the throne is passed through male

descendants ofSayyid Turki bin Said bin Sultan, according to Article 5. Within three

days of the throne becoming vacant, the Ruling Family Council will decide who

succeeds the throne.21

2.6. Monarchies and Republics: Conclusion

A comparison between republic and monarchical mie in the Middle East over

the past fi fty years reveals Many similarities, especially in tenns of the ultimate powers

held by the head of state ofeither type of regime. However, upon closer examination of

the constitutions, a significant difference is apparent between the constitutional power

of a monarch and that ofa republican leader in the Arab world. The most notable gap is

that of the potential to replace the top position ofgovernment. In monarchies, the king
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is oruy changed through succession of the royal family. Monarchs are also above the

law, as stated in Articles 54, 23 and 30 ofJordan, Kuwait, and Moroeco's constitutions

respectively. In Egypt, there is an impeachment procedure in place against the

president to protect the state from criminal activity by the president. There is no

impeachment procedure for monarchs. Declaration of war and peace in monarchies are

at the discretion of the king, while in republics the head of state is subject to the elected

body of the regime.

Despite Many democratic principles found in the constitutions of Arab

republics, clearly, these leaders proteet their positions at ail costs. As we have seen in

Aigeri~ however, there is the potential for actual ehange at the highest level of political

power in these countnes. Since leadership is passed through succession in Arab

monarchies and power is centralized in the institution of the monarch, leaders are

assured their position and have sorne authority over ail political decisions made in their

political system they May feel more secure to implement and reverse liberalization.

Although this study recognizes that Arab leaders have not displayed a strong inclination

ta abide by their constitutions in the past, these constitutions May provide the ground

work for change in these political systems if regimes become less stable, or political

reform continues. This may be especially true in monarchies that have introduced

reform consistent with their constitutions and have allowed lower level political actors

ta take part in decision-making by using constitutional processes. This has occurred in

recent years when palace-backed policies in Kuwait and Jordan have been overturned

through constitutional processes.
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This paper examines certain factors that have enabled monarchies to survive

throughout the twentieth century, during a time when most of the kingdoms of the

world collapsed. Two exceptionally vulnerable times for countries in the Arab world

occurred following both World Wars when many of the empires that once dominated

the region turned inward to deal with their own domestic uncertainties. Vaguely

defined territory and the potential for oil in the region played a crucial role in regional

unrest. Similarly, the displacement ofhundreds ofthousands of people and the rise of

the Jewish National Homeland in the wake ofimperial forces dividing the region put

increasing stress on mlers attempting to stabilize their regimes. The ability of sorne

monarchical regimes to survive such a tumultuous period helped to legitimize kingly

mie. Essential to their survival and thus essential to their legitimacy is that during this

period of urnest the concentration of political power was centralized in the palace.

Monarchs were able to suppress factions that might divide their countries and institute

political, social and security infrastructure to aid in the stahilization of their regime.

In nearly every existing monarchy in the Arab world, colonial influence has

helped to establish the king as the most po\verful figure in the country. Undoubtedly,

colonial governments tried to aid rulers in these countries as a way to safeguard their

O\vn interests in this increasingly valuable region, with the exception of Morocco where

France attempted to dispose the monarchy. However, in other countries treated herein,

such as Jordan, it was the protection of colonial governments that allowed kingdoms

from being overrun hy aggressive neighbours and domestic insurgence. AIso, countries

received monetary allowances that enabled rulers to buy the loyalty of powerful

•

•

3. THE SURVIVAL OF MONARCHS
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families within the country.

Religious and tribal ties to the people have proven an effective stabilizing

mechanism for monarchies. Both the royal families of Morocco and Jordan make daim

to being direct descendants of the Prophet Muhammad. The use of religious symbolism

has been effective in legitimating regimes, especially in Saudi Arabia and Morocco,

where the kings portray themselves as religious leaders. Similarly, at different limes,

monarchs have emphasized their traditional ties with their people as a way to boost their

popularity. In the wake of both internai and extemal opposition, monarchs in the region

have often relied on loyal Bedouin armies and tribal ties as their closest allies.

The discovery of oil and the ensuing rentier economy has had a significant

impact on the politics of the region. Vast revenues from oil, regional foreign aid

(petrodollar aid) and location rent allowed governments to increase social spending. In

sorne cauntries, huge social welfare states were constructed providing their populations

with jobs, food subsidies, free education and free health care. For example, 46.7% of

Jordanians (Jordan is considered to have a semi-rentier economy)22 were working for

the state in sorne capacity in 1986.23

The dependency of the population on the regime that resulted from external

rents allowed rulers to scale back or to restrict political participation in the governance

of the country. At the same time, there were few caUs for more participation since most

segments of the populations enjoyed the new-found wealth and were not obligated to

pay taxes. However, falling oil prices initiated an economic crisis; few ofthese large

bureaucratie and welfare states could ignore the burden of reduced revenue. For people

who had become used to food subsidies and bureaucratie jobs, economic restructuring
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was too harsh. They took to the streets, which resulted in demonstrations and caUs for

more open political systems, as was the case in Jordan in 1989. In their attempt to deal

both with growing economie problems and civil discontent, Arab countries began

offering more political participation in return for public acceptanee of restructuring

polieies.

In sorne instances autside aggressors and pressure often provided monarehs with

a stage on which they were able to inerease their legitimacy in the face ofa domestic

opposition. In Jordan, King Hussein's adeptness at handling Jordanian-Israeli

negotiations~ while at the same lime maintaining Jordanian-Palestinian relations

demonstrated the shrewd diplomatie ability that was required to maintain a balance

between extemal and internai pressure. [n the 19905, Hussein sought a peaee treaty

with Israel; while those supported this in the East Bank, many Palestinians were

opposed. However, the peace treaty was passed in Parliament in 1995. Clearly, the

treaty with Israel was in the best interest of Jordan, though not neeessarily the

Palestinians, sinee they seek their own goals with respect to Israel. Similarly, Hussein

also gained legitimacy in the eyes of his people by not joining the anti-Iraq coalition,

even at the risk of losing millions ofdollars in international assistance. In Moracca, its

daim and fight for territory in the Western Sahara turned the country's attention away

from growing domestie prablems that resulted from a failing eeonomy.2-1 In Kuwait,

the emir's legitimacy in the eyes of Kuwaitis was jeopardized by the regime' s inabilily

to ward off an invasion by Iraq, the royal farnily's temporary self-imposed exile, and

the mismanagernenl of the aftermath. In Jordan, Kuwait and Morocco, the monarchies

at several different limes used regional conflicts as a rcason to implement emergency
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powers and to suspend parliament in order to quiet domestic opposition.

Co-optation, as opposed to coercion, bas been an important tool in the ability of

monarchs to sustain their rule. Although none of the kingdoms have c1ean human rights

records and forceful measures are used to suppress opposition within their regimes,

these monarchies have nevertheless found success in their ability to co-opt opposition.

Hussein's co-optation of both the Islamists and Palestinians has proved successful in

stabilizing his regime. Islamists, who were successful in parliamentary elections,

proved quite weak in providing Hussein with real opposition in government. Following

independence in Morocco, the king co-opted resistance movements into different

segments of the regime structure, including the military and police force, in order ta

prevent these groups from usurping his power.

Michael Herb's Ali in the Family: Abso/utism, Revolution, and Democracy in

the Aliddle Eastern Monarchies introduces another factor into the rnix ofexplanations

for the Iongevity of monarchical regimes in the Arab worId.25 He argues that ....dynastie

ruIe" is the factor that best explains the resilience of monarchs in the region. In

dynastie monarchies, members of the royal family occupy the most important state

offices, such as the ministries of interior, foreign affairs, and defence, and that family

members are also found Iocated strategically throughout the military and bureaucracy.26

According to Herb,

The families have developed robust mecbanisms for the distribution of power
among their members, particularly during successions, and exercise a thus far
unshakable hegemony over their state.27

For Herb, oil-producing Arab monarchies, excluding Oman, are examples of dynastie

monarchies. Morocco, Jordan and Oman, on the other hand, are examples of the other
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type of monarchies left unnamed by Herb, and are characterized by a more personai

mie that may or may not select family members as high-ranking officiaIs.28 This brand

ofmonarchy is a balancing act between parliament, army, and parties, ifthis balance

fails so to will the regime. Herb argues that dynastie monarchs are maintained because

ineentives to individuai members of the ruling family are sueh that maintaining

hegemony over state politics is to their advantage.29 He attributes family consensus

building as the key factor in the resilience of dynastie monarchies. Succession to the

throne and decisions on serious matters are accomplished through building support in

the family: powerful family members will often support those manoeuvring for

positions in retum for a certain position in the state.30

Herb indicates that no dynastie monarchy has failed; while the correlation

between the survival rate of dynastie monarchs versus other types of monarchies is

sound, the three "'other" monarchies, Oman, Jordan and Morocco, have also survived.

Herb also offers the statistic that monarchies that constitutionally forbade family

members from holding cabinet positions have failed. Yet Herb provides few reasons

why these monarchies have been resilient, suggesting only that if King Hassan' s Boeing

had been successfully shot down in 1972, the kingdom would not have survived.

Similarly, he argues that there is less stability in Jordan's regime, yet indicates only that

"King Hussein's regime had a dangerous brush with revolution in 1957.... 'dl In these

ways, then, Herb suggests that these two regimes would have fallen had their leaders

been killed, but does not indicate what would have occurred in other similarly situated

monarchies. Furthermore, the death of the monarch may be surmounted: Jordan

survived the 1951 assassination of King Abdullah. Indeed, the following factors seem
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more significant in the analysis and detennination of the survival of monarchies:

colonial involvement in the Middle East and rentierism.

3.1. Colonial Legacy: The Creation orthe Modern Middle East

At the turn of the twentieth century, almost the entire Arab world was under

Ottoman rule, as it had been for centuries. Essentially the region was without borders,

with tribal leaders, such as Ibn Saud and Abdullah Ibn Al-Hussein., laying daim to

certain territories. Prior to World War One, Russia, Britain and France had made

agreements regarding how they would divide the Middle East following the War. Due

to a number of factors in the post-war years, however, the division of the Middle East

ended up being very different from what was originally proposed. Internai factors in

each country played a role in how these powers handled their "assets" in the Middle

East. AIso, strong independence movements arose that had to be dealt with quickly and

effectively. Britain appears to have taken the lead in deciding how the post-war Middle

East would be defined. Although there is little doubt that Britain wanted an outcome of

strategie advantage, they also simply wanted the question of the Middle East decided

since it was a costly endeavour during its own post-war rebuilding.

Transjordan was dealt with at the Cairo Conference in Mareh 1921, since the

situation there had been chaotic for a number of years. At the time of the Conference,

Abdullah, Hussein's other son had reached Transjordan; although he claimed his trip to

the region was for medieinal purposes, British officiais believed that Abdullah would

threaten French Syria, which they wanted to avoid as they feared an attaek by an ally on

French Syria might result in France's invasion of the British Palestine. As a way to

appease Abdullah, Churchill offered to make him govemor of Transjordan., if Abdullah
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agreed not to attack Syria.32

Churchill had two other motives for installing Abdullah as temporary governor

ofTransjordan. First, it was believed that he could restore order east of the Jordan.

Churchill also saw a chance to establish a Jewish National Home in Palestine, west of

the Jordan, while at the same time creating an Arab home in Palestine east of the Jordan

under Abdullah. Along with Abdullah, the British believed it was necessary to station

troops in Transjordan to help establish order. In this way, according to T.E. Lawrence,

Abdullah was still dependent on Britain for the maintenance of his power in

Transjordan.33 As a consequence of the appointment of the two Hashemite brothers as

territorial mlers, Abdullah in Transjordan Feisal in Mesopotamia, Britain increased its

subsidy to one hundred thousand pounds since the House of Saud, under Ibn Saud~ was

not pleased with the new rulers Britain had installed.34 In 1922, Britain was forced into

playing a much more permanent role in the existence of Transjordan. The Wahhabi

Brethen, the forefront of Ibn Saud's strength, attempted to attack Amman with 3,000 to

4,000 troops. The British came to Abdullah's rescue by forcefully crushing the threat.

However, it drew them into a doser bond with Abdullah in defending Transjordan.35

Transjordan was the only country with which Britain had success in

renegotiating treaties. In 1946, Transjordan became the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan~

under King Abdullah. Abdullah signed a treaty in 1946 with Britain to allow British

troops to be stationed there. This drew criticism from Arab leaders; they admonished

the king for allowing Britain to maintain troops in the area.36

The one region in the Middle East where Britain never lost its influence was in

the small sheikdoms of the Arabian Gulf, the Sultanate of Oman and Kuwait. Britain
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had signed agreements with the respective rulers in the nineteenth century based on the

protection of the coastal waters' valuable pearl beds, and defense against pirating.

These agreements continued weil into the twentieth century, when these small

sheikdoms relied on Britain to protect them from border disputes. For its part, Britain

saw the potential of finding vast natural resources in the region. While the protection

agreement that Britain heId with Kuwait ended in 1961, Britain was quick to come to

Kuwait's aid when the threat of Iraqi invasion was made a week after Kuwait's

independence.37

The Treaty of 1853 defined the beginning of Britain's protection of the Gulf

States. Britain's protection and influence in the Gulf remained largely on the sea.. but

fol1owing the First World War, Britain established a Royal Air Force on land in the

1920s and a base in Sharjah in 1932. The British intervened in a dispute between Dubai

and Abu Dhabi in the 1940s, and set up the Trucial Oman Levies as a security apparatus

in 1951.38

The British were interested in the natural resources that were abundant in

Kuwait and the Gulf states, so made agreements with the rulers that enabled them to

control the exploration of oil in these countnes. In 1913, 1914~ 1916 and 1922.. Ku\vait.

Babrain, Qatar and the Trucial States respectively surrendered to Britain the right to

approve concessions in exchange for the exploitation of oil in their countries.39 Along

with other exclusive agreements from 1880, 1892, 1899, and 1916, such arrangements

allowed Britain to act on behalf of these countries in aimost ail foreign relations.

In return, Britain gave them protection from foreign aggressors, while representing their

economic and political interests:~o
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The small political entities along the Gulfappeared to be ideal for a federated

state; however, with the majority of the population, Babrain demanded proportional

representation, while the other sheikdoms wanted equal share in the mie. Before an

agreement could be reached, internal problems in Britain forced them to move out of

the region by 1971. Bahrain and Qatar became independent and joined the Arab

League, while the seven remaining sheikdoms federated under the new name of United

Arab Emirates.~ 1

Even though Britain and France had suffered devastation and great loss of

human life in the two World Wars and the significant erosion oftheir once great

empires, they were determined to maintain a strong influence in the region.

Maintaining military troops in the Suez Canal and other strategie locations was

important to Britain in preparation for the potential aggression from an increasingly

hostile RussiaiSoviet Union. The valuable natural resources in the region were also

known before the First World War, and Britain often negotiated to protect countries in

retum for natural resource concessions. British troops were often used ta deal with

internai disputes, in addition to conflicts with outside aggressors. One might draw the

conclusion that without Britain's protection, Jordan, Kuwait and the Gulf States may

have been lost to aggressive states such as Saudi Arabia, Iraq and [ran. The foreign

protection of Arab monarchies is therefore key in explaining the survival of sa many

monarchies in the Middle East. Present day incidents support this explanation. During

the invasion of Kuwait by Iraq, a coalition ofpredominately Western forces led by the

United States forced back and subdued Saddam Hussein's forces. It is highly

improbable that Kuwait's military, or even a coalition of Arab countries, would have
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been capable of protecting Kuwait without such aid.

3.2. Rentierism

A second factor that has played a significant role in the resilience of monarchs

and deserves elaboration is rentierism. A rentier economy is a tenn used to describe a

state that derives the majority ofits incorne from rents and this type of economy, in one

form or another, characterizes nearly ail the kingdoms in the Arab world. Rentierism

will be shown to play a significant role in the survival of the Arab monarchies. The

concept ofrentierism has been an obscurely defined term; however, there does seem to

be a consensus on a number ofessential elements that must exist in astate before it is

considered rentier. First, the basis of a rentier economy is that most of its revenue is

derived from rent. Second, within a rentier state, considered a special case of a rentier

economy, only a small proportion of the population produce the rent, while the majority

of the population is involved in using and/or distributing the rent. Third, the most

important element of the rentier state is that the government is the chief recipient of the

rent,42

To put these general conditions into the context of the Arab world, a look at the

economy of Saudi Arabia would show that oil exports account for up to 900/0 of its

Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The productivity of the oil industry itself does not

determine the revenue, rather it is the low cost of productivity versus the relatively high

price ofoil on the international market. Only a small portion of the population is

required to produce the export; the rest of the population is supported by allocation of

oil revenues, or through industries that are needed to support the oil industry. The

resources that are allocated to the majority of the population are financed almost
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exclusively by the govemment through revenues received from the external rents (i.e.

oil royalties). In states with such rentier economies, there is little, if any, domestic

taxation.43 According to the World Development Report 1999/2000 the percentage of

current revenue for the United Arab Emirates derived from domestic taxation was 21 %

in 1997, as opposed to Canada where for the same year domestic taxation accounted for

87% of its current revenue..w

[t is important to note that a rentier economy does not necessarily derive from a

natural resource, but may instead take the form of workerst remittances, aid from oil

rich states, or externallocation rents. Semi-rentier economies like those of Jordan,

Yernen, Syria, and Egypt are non-oil-producing states that have rentier characteristics

analogous to those of oil states. Both Semi-rentier states and rentier states take on what

Hazem Beblawi calls a "rentier mentality}, which contradicts the traditional work

reward causal relationship of conventional economics.~5 Onets reward is therefore not

based on productivity, but on situation or chance:~6

In this type of system, the potential emerges for a number of political effects

that are not normally found in conventional economies. The state's autonomy [rom

society and control over the allocation of resources creates a neo-patrimonial system.-I7

The state builds a huge social welfare system, as weil as a large bureaucracy, whereby

free, or nearly free, social services and well-paying jobs for nationals are prevalent.

Similarly, the government's control over state income also leads to close ties between

the private and officiaIs, in the aim of gaining government contracts. Governing

officiais, often royal family members or very close friends of the family, do not separate

their official lives from private interest, so they often gain much incarne from state
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contracts.48 This type of patronage fosters an individualistic society as opposed to one

based on associations, since individuals seek doser ties with those in power. Finally,

since rentier states do not need to tax their citizens, they do not encounter legitimacy

issues often faced by states draw taxes. liNo taxation without representation" has been a

phrase used often as a cali to governments to provide good government in return for tax

revenue. In rentier states, however, political opposition cannot use this banner in

support of liberalization.49

The oil boom in the Gulf played a significant role in determining the politics of

the Gulf States in the past thirty years. Education and social services became two of the

most evident aspects of government spending in oil rich countries; however, as F.

Gregory Gause III argues, the rents used to constnlct these government institutions also

helped to construct institutions that could control their citizens' opposition, particularly

their political opposition.5o According to Gause, although countries have spent vast

amounts of money in the 1980s and 1990s on national defense, they are ..... equally

focused on maintaining domestic security."Sl Police and secret police expenditures are

somewhat more difficult ta quantify, but their existence has been felt in Gulf countnes.

The repression ofdomestic unrest that followed the revolution in Iran is attributed to the

effectiveness of the state's security apparatus.52 In the 1950s and 1960s Bahrain, Qatar

and Saudi Arabia experienced labour unrest; however, as F. Gregory Gause points out

as oil revenue increased and was distributed more liberally throughout the kingdoms

labour movements shrunk. 53 Besides the fact that political organizations are for the

most part illegal in oil-rich states, traditional political forces have lost motivation and

support. In particular, organized labour movements in the Gulf countries have lost
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supporters through well paying, low demanding jobs. Thus good jobs and the state's

ability to coerce or co-opt unrest have restricted the growth of labour movements.

Direct transfers of extemal rents that were distributed to individuals served as a

way to buy off powerful traditional figures in society. Rex Brynen discusses this

method of co-optation in relationship to tribai leaders in Jordan.54 Payments to local

sheikhs helped to ensure their stability, while aIso making them reliant on the state for

their security. External rents in Jordan allowed the state to aid private businessmen by

reducing the costs of import substitutions, and by establishing import restrictions and

taritf barriers.55

Another consideration is that citizens of rentier states may be more concemed

with availing themseives of the huge economic windfall that oil rents bring, rather than

attempting to bring about a change in the political system. A well-known example of a

country's citizens being caught up in money making is that of the Suq al-Manakh in

Kuwait. The Suq al-Manakh was a '''virtual'' money making machine based on a post

dated chequing system, whereby post-dated cheques substituted real money transfers

rates. This system enabled almost anybody to speculate on an inflated market and

many fortunes were quickly made. Nevertheless, the market went bustjust as quickly

when nervous investors cashed their cheques. The Suq al-Manakh exemplifies how

easily a population cao become immersed in money-making at the possible expense of

political interest.56

As demonstrated above, the survival of monarchs in the Arab world relied a

great deal on the fact that few political movements emerged during the oil-rich years

that would have demanded political participation. Instead, monarchs used oil revenues
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to pacify their populations by distributing their countries' wealth to different levels of

the population through education, healthcare, bureaucratie jobs, and food and

commodity subsidies. Both an easy lifestyle and the promise of being able to make

money from oil supporting sectors did not make for loud calls for political participation.

When opposition groups did emerge, oil money provided the country with the ability to

increase its policing forces in a way that could suppress or buy offopposition. An

examination ofJordan and Kuwait's political history illustrates these factors as a way of

explaining the resilience of monarchs in the region.

3.3. Jordan

In 1921 ~ through Colonial Secretary Winston Churchill, the British government

appointed Hashemite Prince Abdullah as governor of the territory of Transjordan. In

1928, the British government recognized Abdullah as the hereditary ruler of

Transjordan~although he was still accountable to the British High Commissioner in

Jerusalem. By 1946, the Treaty of Alliance recognized Jordan's independence from

Britain and Emir Abdullah assumed the position of sovereign ruler. Under the treaty.

however, British forces remained in Jordan until certain agreements were made between

the two countnes. On February Ist, 1947. a constitution for the goveming of Jordan

was introduced that created a parliament made up of two houses: the Chamber of

Deputies~ consisting of 20 elected members, and the Council of Notables, made up of

10 members that were appointed by the monarchy. Although Abdullah did not view the

Palestinian situation as other Arab states did, he went along with the opposition to a

Palestinian Jewish State. Following the 1948 War, Jordan's Arab Legion occupied the
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West Bank and the Dld City of Jerusalem. On April Ist~ 1949, Jordan annexed the

West Bank and Abdullah became king, granting full citizenship to the Palestinians who

resided in the West Bank. The large and generally well-educated Palestinian population

pressured the king to devolve sorne ofhis powers and opposed any negotiations

between Jordan and Israel. In 1951, a Palestinian nationalist in Jerusalern assassinated

Abdullah. Abdullah's son TalaI succeeded him as king. TalaI's reign \vas cut short due

to ill health. Abdullah's grandson, Hussein, became king of Jordan in May 1953.57

King Hussein's first challenge as mler was to respond to Egyptian president

Gamei Abdel Nasser"s request that Jordanjoin Egypt, Syria and Saudi Arabia in a

security pact. Suspicious ofNasser, Hussein was contemplating joining another security

alignment. The Baghdad Pact, a treaty between Turkey and Iraq that Britain signed on

April 4th, 1955,58 was at that time the centrepiece of Jordanian politics and became a

symbol of Hussein's ability to manipulate the government for his own ends. Although

the public was against the Baghdad Pact, Hussein made it clear to the cabinet that he

wanted it to go forward, which left the government under the Prime Minister Al-Mufti

to juggle the sides of the debate that supported or opposed the pact. Crumbling under

the pressure, Al-Mufti took ten days off due ta "illness" and Egypt swiftly took

advantage of the situation. Fate intervened on December 17, 1954 when violent

demonstrations broke out ail over Jordan. The use of Jordan's Arab Legion forces

against the crowds heightened the intensity of the riots, resulting in many deaths and

many more casuaities. In an attempt to relieve the tension, Hussein accepted Al

Majali' s resignation and a caretaker government was formed under the respected

statesman Ibrahim Hashim. This, and the release ofa number ofthose arrested during
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the rioting, was enough to finally quell public discontent.59 Although Hussein's attempt

to join the pact showed a lack ofjudgement, it did demonstrate that he was prepared to

make arbitrary deeisions and overrule the government. Furthermore, he was clearly

willing to use force to quell the people.

[n 1956, with Nasser calling for Arab unity, Hussein was facing an even more

militant Palestinian population. As a way to offset the threat posed by the Arab Legion,

which was largely Transjordanian Bedouin, but aIso included a number of Palestinians,

Hussein named his uncle SharifNasser head of the Royal Guard, which was wholly

made up of Bedouin. Hussein also made appointments to the Arab Legion that he feh

would he loyal, including his cousin as the Legion's deputy eommanding officer.60

With these appointments, the king hoped to protect his throne and its privileges.

demonstrating that Hussein exhibited sorne characteristics of the dynastie mIe principle

by appointing farnily members to positions deemed critical to the survival of the

monarchy.

During 1957~ when British troops Ieft Jordan, over twelve million British

pounds were provided to Jordan by Egypt, Syria and Saudi Arabia so that the 1948

Anglo-Jordanian Treaty could be abrogated. That same year, Parliament suggested that

Jordan accept aid from the Soviet Union, but the king, fearing for Jordan's

independence~ instead chose to ask the United States for aid.61 At the same lime,

reports had made their way to the palace conceming a possible coup attempt from

within the army. On April 8th, a military coup was aborted when Hussein confronted

the troops in person and ordered them to return to their barraeks. Within days a second

attempt occurred, and although facts surrounding this incident are sketehy, it appears as
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though it was again the king's personal intervention that thwarted the attempt. The

conflict between government and king reached a boiling point and demonstrations

broke out in the West Bank. In the face ofmounting unrest, Hussein declared military

mIe on April 24th
•
62

The concentration on relations with Egypt by Saudi Arabia's Prime Minister

Feisa'l further isolated Jordan, so at this point both the United States and Britain

provided support for Jordan. In addition to this, a special committee of the United

Nations General Assembly was formed to broker an agreement among Arab states to

respect each other~s sovereignty. An Arab League Pact was accepted; by 1960 Jordan

was again peaceful.63 This rocky period in Jordan's history demonstrates that personal

mIe and extemal powers are important factors in the resilience of monarchies.

The 1967 \Var that saw combined Arab forces being defeated and demoralized

by the Israelis resulted in Jordan losing the West Bank and the influx of 300,000

Palestinian refugees. It aIso brought a number of militant Palestinian movements to the

forefront of politics in Jordan, including the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO).

In response to security measures imposed by the government.. clashes broke out

between the army and Palestinian groups, which culminated in another attempt on

Hussein's life in June of 1970 and PLO demands that two of Hussein's top military

people and two of his Ministers to be dismissed. Hussein complied in retum for the

removal of militant organization bases from Amman. In September, follo\Ving another

assassination attempt and the hijacking of three airlines, the king imposed martiallaw

and created a new Cabinet that consisted ofarmy officers.64 He was thus sending a

message to his political foes that he would use force ifdiplomatie gestures were not
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sufficient. The king's willingness to use force was shown in the ten days of violent

fighting following the announcement of martiallaw. Legion forces found a fierce

opponent in the PLO and reluctantly resorted to the use ofcarpet-bombing to defeat

Palestinian guerrilla strongholds, which resulted in the deaths of thousands of refugees.

The PLO was hobbled by the unexpected weak support for their cause among

Palestinian Legionnaires who made up 40% of the forces. A cease-fire was reached on

September 25th, followed by an agreement between Hussein and PLO leader Yassar

Arafat, which was signed in Egypt two days later, that agreed to an "all-Arab"

supervision of the PLO in Jordan.

In Hussein's first years in power, he had lifted many of the restrictions on

freedoms that had been in place during the previous reign. In 1956, elections held in

the wake ofpublic disagreement with the government over the Baghdad Pact were

among the most free in Jordan's history. Following the 1970-1971 civil war, political

openings were reversed and the politics of the kingdom were retumed to their pre-1967

form. ft was not until 1984 that King Hussein reinstated the parliament that he had

dismissed in 1967.65

3.4. Kuwait

The political history of Kuwait revolves around the discovery of oil and a

re1atively long history of parliamentary government. Oil weakened the power of the

merchant c1ass, which was historically a powerful political entity within the country.

Prior to the discovery ofoil, the emir had preferred cultivating relationships with the

merchant c1ass, rather than his own family. Royal family members did not sit on

councils. Oil exploration in the 1930s and growing political opposition to the emir
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profoundly changed the nature ofpolitics in Kuwait. These two factors pushed the emir

to choose to establish support for the throne among the extended members of the royal

family. In 1938, the Majlis Movement, which consisted ofa group of merchants who

petitioned the emir for reforms out ofconcem that he may monopolize oil revenues,

convinced the emir of the disloyalty of the merchants and helped to shape the royal

familyas the central political institution of the country. As a result the emir turned rus

attention to consolidating the royal family, the 1939 constitution contained a provision

for the emir to control the family's interest. He also divided the control of state affairs

between the Jabir and Salim sides of the family as a way to prevent family infighting.66

Such an arrangement is a clear example of Herb's dynastie mie.

Increased state revenue led to the demand by family members of more money

and land from the emir; in fact, land grabbing became a popular pastime for family

members. In 1950. Emir Ahmad died of a heart attack and Abdullah Salim al-Sabah

took over the reigns of leadership. AI-Sabah was concemed with ensuring that external

actors did not control Kuwait's ail industry; this was exemplified by a policy he created

that made it mandatory for foreign investors to take on Kuwaiti nationals as partners.

Throughout the 1950s, Britain attempted to establish itselfwithin the regime since it

recognized the importance of Kuwait's control over ail reserves. Eventually Abdullah

gave in and hired British advisors, which was a way for the king to deal with the

pressure from relatives. At the same time that Abdullah was trying to consolidate the

farnily, he was also trying to restrict the political influence ofmerchants. With the new

found oil wealth, the state relied less on merchants, which left the emir \\'ith few

reasons to offer them political power. By the end of the 19505, the Supreme Council
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had no merchants. In 1954, the emir switched from elected municipality merchant

boards to appointed boards, which included sheikhs. Similarly, merchant committees

that influenced government departmental POlicies were ended. The merchants

demanded a consultative council comprised of merchants; instead, the king instituted

the High Executive Committee that had only three members who were not sheikhs.67

Initially Kuwait' s emir chose members of the ruling family to aid in his mie, pushing

away those who had traditionally shared in the country's rule.

The influx of oil revenues enabled Abdullah to allocate funds toward social

services. He began to build schools, hospitals and provided free education and

healthcare to Kuwaiti nationals. Another important distributive policy of the

government was to provide many nationals with government jobs. In 1962, the state

employed 36,300 Kuwaitis, only 5% of whom had graduated high school, and of whom

up to 3000 were illiterate.68 Opposition began to increase in Kuwait throughout the

1950s, with groups like the Kuwait Democratie League criticizing the ruler and other

sheikhs in publications. Rising Arab nationalism brought Kuwaitis and expatriates

together. Nevertheless. the government's distributive program and nationality laws that

were designed to force a gap between Kuwaitis and expatriates were successful in

containing such opposition.

Kuwait held its tirst parliamentary elections in 1963, which was t\VO years after

independence from Britain, but while it was under increasing threat from Iraq. In 1962.

the merchant class had pushed for change and was able to achieve the approval of the

emir for a written constitution by an assembly of 20 elected and Il appointed officiais.

The constitution outlined the basic freedoms and rights for the people of Kuwait. The
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constitution led to a constant struggle between the parliament and the ruling family

from the time of its inception until 1990. Within the constitution, powers were granted

to parliament that served as a check on the executive. The parliament had the right to

vote no confidence on any minister. It also had the power to implement a policy of

non-co-operation with the Prime Minister, whereupon either the government would he

forced to resign or the emir would dissolve the parliament. Under the Kuwaiti

constitution. the parliament can overrule the emir's refusai to sign a law if it has a 2/3

majority. This was about to happen in 1976, but the emir who was concemed with the

implications of the civil war in Lebanon dissolved parliament.69 Despite the suspension

of parliament. the 1960s and early 1970s was a period of political bargaining in Kuwait.

Threats from Iraq and successful lobbying by the merchant elite proved that royal

family had to relinquish sorne of its power.

The dismissed parliament remained in limbo for five years, until the emir called

for new parliamentary elections in 1981, since he feh the need for increased domestic

support under the perceived threat from developments in Iran. In 1985. the parliament

was very vocal and criticized the government's handling of the 1982 stock market

crash. ft also made inquiries into corruption by government officiaIs, specifically the

Minister ofOii. ft also questioned the Minister of Justice, a member of the ruling

family, and put forth a vote of no confidence. With the opposition in the majority in

parliament, the vote went through and the Minister was forced to resign. The

parliament then atternpted to question other members of the cabinet, but the emir

dissolved parliament in 1986; as in 1976, he did not allow for elections to be held two

months following its dissolution, as stipulated by the constitution.7o
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The major opposition movements toward the state have been Islamist

movements. Islamist movements can be mainly divided into Sunni and Shia groups. In

parliament, Sunnis and Shias worked together to enact laws that could be seen as

supporting Islamic principles. During the Iranian revolution and Iran-Iraq War,

violence attributed mostly to pro-Iranian Shia erupted in Kuwait. In response, the

govemment cracked down on newspapers by enacting laws that could suspend

newspapers for reasons of national interest; at the same time, it censored ail

periodicals.71 Islamists eleeted to the National Assembly in 1981 pursued such policies

as Islamic law as the exclusive source of legislation, the legislature pushed for a ban on

Christmas celebrations, and the banning ofdiplomatie alcohol..72 The 1985 National

Assembly was dissolved a year later as opposition pressed certain high level officiaIs to

take responsibility for economie difficulties the country was facing. 73 Kuwait did not

hold another parliamentary election until 1992 following the Iraqi invasion, however, in

the late 1980s a prodemoeracy movement sprang up out ofdiscontent for the

dissolution of parliament in 1986 and the emir' s disregard for the constitution.

The political histories of Kuwait and Jordan leading up to the late 1980s show

kingdoms that have flirted with parliamentary politics, but have essentially been

countries where political power has been vested entirely in the monarch. Dismissals of

parliaments and heavy handed use of force characterizes the most popular methods of

dealing with domestic opposition. In neither country were the political rules of the state

upheld as entrenched in the constitution with the exception of the authority of the

palace. The next section attempts to look at the change, if any, in politics in Jordan and
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Kuwait fol1owing initial political openings in the late 1980s and early 1990s.

4. LIBERALIZATION IN ARAD MONARCHIES: CASE STUDIES OF

JORDAN AND KUWAIT

The survival of monarchies in the Arab world, as demonstrated in the case

studies of Jordan and Kuwait, have provided a stability that allows them to experiment

with more open political systems. These regimes experienced political refonn periods in

the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s, as internai crises have forced monarchs to

rethink the political role of the people they govern. Legitimizing the king's throne may

be accomplished most effectively if an increasing number of people outside the palace

shoulder the burden of decision-making. Nevertheless, the monarchs wield most of the

political power within each country, and they are unwilling to let political actors stray

too far from palace objectives.

[n the following case studies ofJordan and Kuwait, which are both

constitutional monarchies, it will be shown that these kingdoms have experimented a

great deal with liberal openings. These countries have also reversed a number of

political openings introduced in the early 1990s, but have not shown signs of entirely

dismissing liberalization. Despite appearing to have less of a role in day-to-day politics

in their kingdoms than is reality, both king and emir are very much involved and will

exert their own constitutionally entrenched power in order to reign in the opposition.

4.1. Reform in Jordan

[n 1984 and 1986, elections were heId for those seats that had come open during

the parliament's suspension. The recalling of the Chamber of Deputies, the
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appointment ofa new senate, and the elections that follo\ved were a consequence of

negotiations that had begun in 1982 between Israel and Jordan, and between Jordan and

the PLO. In July 1988, however, Hussein again suspended parliament before the

announeement that Jordan's administrative role in the oeeupied West Bank was

ending.74 This period of parliamentary suspension was to remain relatively short. The

economie crisis that Jordan had entered was about to come to a critieal peak, whieh

would require that King Hussein implement eeonomie refonn, and eonsequently

political refonn, as a way to pacify the masses and ensure sorne Iegitirnaey for the mler.

As with the majority of Arab states, Jordan had enjoyed a period of economic

prosperity based on a semi-rentier economy that had been brought about by the oil

boom of the 1970s. When oil prices fell in the early 1980s, Jordan's foreign aid from

oil-rieh countries plunged from USD$I.256 billion in 1981 to USD$427 million in

1988. Meanwhile, state expenditures during this period were growing at about 6% per

year and workers' remittances were falling. Expatriate workers returning from the Gulf

were faced with few employment opportunities.75 In place of introdueing economic

refonn, the government chose to borrow large amounts of money from abroad. In

1988, Jordan owed t\viee as much as its GOP. By 1989, the country had no choice but

to tum to the IMF for a rescheduling of its foreign debt and structural refonn of its

economy. As part of the agreement with the IMF and in compliance with structural

reform, austerity measures were irnplemented. This meant priee subsidies on neeessary

commodities were lifted, which caused increased eosts for everything from cooking gas

to cigarettes. Within hours of the announeed cuts to subsidies, riots began in southem

Jordan and spread throughout the country.76
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The rioting was especially serious since it occurred in regions of the country that

had always been pro-Hashemite, which sent a clear message to Hussein that even bis

most loyal subjects were losing confidence with the state. Hussein announced that

elections would take place in 1989 for the National Assembly as his first step toward a

higher degree ofpolitical participation. Malik Mufti suggests that Hussein's caIl for

parliamentary elections in response to the 1989 crisis was not so much a reaction to

civil society calling for participation in the political process, but a solution that had

worked three years before. At that point Hussein called for e1ections following a

breakdown in the peace process. Mufti argues that the instrumentality of the promised

elections in 1986 was proven when he suspended these elections following

administrative disengagement with the West Bank.77 These elections had been

cancelled when they were no longer considered usefui; the 1989 elections can therefore

be seen as a useful instrument in pacifying the growing opposition to austerity

measures.

In allowing the democratic elections~ the palace was still attempting to bring in a

loyal parliament. One of the most important issues for the palace to deal with before the

election was how to divide the country into electoral constituencies in order to favour a

pro-palace assembly. Districts known to be traditional supporters of the king. such as

the south, received higher than proportional representation, in sorne cases double the

number of seats their population should have afforded. One of the main concerns feh

by the palace conceming the 1989 elections was the risk of a Palestinian dominated

parliament which was almost assured in a vote based on strictly proportional

representation. Large urban centres were underrepresented , especially areas with a
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high number of Palestinians, in contrast areas with populations known to be loyal to the

throne received comparably higher nurnber of seats. An example ofthis occurred in the

Second District ofAmman, which received oruy 3 seats although its proportional size

called for 9 seats. The Christian community was allotted nine seats when their

population only warranted 5, while Circassians and Chechens populations in the north

were allotted 3 seats despite only having population numbers warranting 1.78 Thus,

gerrymandering was an important mechanism for the king ta use ta control politicaI

reform at the outset of the liberalization experiment in the late 1980s.

Enthusiastic Jordanians embraeed the 1989 eleetions as six hundred and forty

seven candidates ran for 80 parliamentary seats in 20 constituencies. Although political

parties were still banned under a law that had been in place since 1957, political groups

and meetings were tolerated throughout the campaign.79 Il was expected that the

Islamists would win a number of seats~ but the roughly 33 seats that they did take, came

as a surprise to officiais and the security forces. 8o Candidates representing leftist

politics took 13 seats, while tribal representatives, independents, centrists and

minorities occupied the remaining 35 seats.8t The eleetion demonstrated, first, that the

government was willing to tolerate a variety of political groups; second, that Jordanians

were enthusiastic for more political participation; and, third, that the palace feh secure

that electors would not retum a Chamber that would be disloyal ta the tbrone.

The suecess ofcandidates affiliated with opposition groups in these eleetions

raised the question of how ta bring these new members of the Assembly into the

decision-making proeess without undermining the agenda of the Palace. In response,

Hussein's strategy was to co-opt the opposition ostensibly by the inclusion of
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opposition members in the cabinet, in return the king wanted a commitment to

pluralism and the acceptance of the omnipotent power of the throne. Negotiations

between opposition members, including somewhat reluctant hard-line Islamists, and

government representatives took place following the elections. An agreement was

finalized in January 1990, with opposition agreeing to support the cabinet - having

turned down the offer of cabinet positions - in return for the govemment's commitment

to undertake an agenda that included the end to martiallaw, a move toward

implementing Islamic law, and outlawing the serving ofalcohol in public institutions.8l

The closed door meetings used to achieve this agreement is another example of the

tactful role the monarch played in umpiring liberalization. As the centre of power in the

state the Hussein was able to negotiate with opposition members to ensure their support

for the regime and the rules of liberalization, while essentially offering very linle in

retum for thier support.

An equally important step towards politicalliberalization, and a part of the

Hbargain'\ was a National Charter initiated by King Hussein. In 1990, the king selected

a 60 member Royal Commission to draft a framework for future politics in Jordan and

on June 9th, 1991 it was adopted. It confirmed Jordan as a parliamentary and

hereditary monarchy; Islam as the country's religion, and the Shari'a as the primary

source of legislation. Political parties were permitted as long as they were not

connected with non-Jordanian actors, abstained from creating their own armed forces,

and functioned within democratic principles. Sorne points of the Charter were left open

to interpretation, such as a commitment to developing labour legislation.83 Other points

of the Charter included "political, party, and intellectual pluralism as the way
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consolidate democracy and a balanced society.,,84 Thus, the Charter brought

representatives from many of the contending political factions together to agree upon

the goals of the state and the mIes that would safeguard the interests of most political

actors; thereby, achieving for the state a legitimation of the supremacy of the monarchy

agreed to by representatives of almost every segment of the population. At the same

time opposition gained a commitment by the govemment to take part in the political

system and have legislative input. The king continued the liberalization process by

ending martial law in July of 1991.85

During the first mandate of the Chamber, the Islamists were instrumental in

approving several influential polices in Jordan, including the legalizing of political

parties and the passing of the Press and Publications Law~ which allowed for the legal

registration ofpolitical parties and the endorsement of the National Charter. However,

the king did not allow the Islamists free reign in Parliament: on several occasions~

Hussein ended parliamentary sessions by appointing more favourable prime ministers

as a way to prevent certain opposition initiatives from succeeding.86 This demonstrated

that policies would have to coincide with palace objectives or the king would

manoeuvre the Chamber in order to get the results he wanted.

This trend ofmanipulating the political process from the tbrone continued

leading up to the second parliamentary elections since the ""bread riots". After the 1989

election surprise \-vith the great number of Islamists' seats in the Chamber and their

effectiveness, the king was not going to take any chances in the 1993 e1ections. The

king introduced electoral amendments that forced voters to choose between their tribal

ties and their nascent political convictions, knowing that tribal ties would, for the
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moment, trump politics. The 1989 e1ections used the electoral process adopted in 1986,

in which voters cast as many votes as there were seats in their constituencies, in a first

past-the-post system. This system allowed the electorate to vote without having to

choose between tribal allegiance and the issues.87 The electoral amendment allowed

voters only one vote in their constituencies, which resulted in a choice between political

conviction and tribal ties. For the majority of Jordanians, it meant voting for traditional

tribal allegiance. The law had its desired effect. The new parliament was made up of

more members with tribal ties than the previous govemment, which resulted in a

govemment that sided with the king. As a result the seats of the IAf (lslamic Action

Front--which had overlapping membership with the Muslim Brotherhood)88 were

reduced to 23 from around 33; of the remaining candidates elected, 50 were almost

guaranteed to ally themselves \Vith the king.89 Again Hussein demonstrated that

liberalization and democratization were to be processes controlled from above. On the

surface. democratic politics were progressing with a second election for the Chamber.

However, the king's manipulation was weakening the effectiveness ofcertain political

forces.

In the 1997 election, the king's strategy was assisted by the IAF together \vith

two smaller parties that boycotted, which resulted in an opposition bloc of only 15

members split evenly between independent Islamists and secular nationalists.9o As

expected, pro-regime candidates won the majority of seats. Just over halfof those with

electoral cards voted.91 The boycott by one of the country's most influential political

parties and the reduction in the number of voters demonstrates a decreasing confidence

in the legitimacy of the electoral process.
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One of the most obvious indicators of a liberal, or liberalizing, country is the

degree of freedom the press is granted. In Jordan, press freedoms were one of the key

initiatives of the government and parliament during the political reforms of the early

1990s; however~ it also represented the reversaI of Iiberalization toward the end of the

1990s. In 1997, the Press and Publication Law (PPL) that had been in place since 1993

was amended. The new amendments were harsh in comparison to the original 1993

legislation. The fines for breaking articles of the PPL were raised to JD 25,000, which

was a significant increase over the previous fines; courts were permitted to suspend

newspapers; censorship provisions were tightened, creating larger "no-go" areas; capital

requirements for newspapers were increased by 20 times; stricter requirements for

candidates for the position of chief editor; and the government rescinded an amendment

of the original PPL that required the government to reduce its ownership of dailies to

30%.92

Although the freedom of the press in Jordan is still relatively Iiberal compared

to other Arab countries, recent amendments to the PPL that increase censorship

provisions and restrictions on newspaper ownership are disturbing indicators of the

erosion of liberalizing principles made in the early 1990s. A press release issued in

October 1999 by the Human Rights Watch criticized the PPL's regulation ofmandatory

membership in the Jordan Press Association (JPA). This stemmed from a decision

made by the JPA's disciplinary cornrnittee to suspend three journalists who had visited

Israel in September, which was in violation of the JPA's ban on "nonnalized" relations

with Israel.93

In February 1999, King Hussein passed away and his son Abdullah was left to
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lead, but he lacks his father's charisma in his mIe ofJordan. [naugurating his tirst

session ofParliament since taking over the throne on Novernber Ist, 1999, Abdullah

pledged to create a balance between bis government, the "honourable" Council, and the

constitution. He also stated his admiration for the council, which is ..,... the symbol of

the free 10rdanian will and it is the stronghold ofour democratic path and its fortress. It

is the beacon of freedom, democracy and respect for human rights.,,94 While promising

commitment to democratic growth and liberalization, declaring that " ...we are aIl, both

institutions and individuals, partners in shouldering our national responsibilities,,,95 he

warned that nobody had the right to exploit freedom, democracy, and the prevailing

tolerance. Nevertheless, this statement was followed by a comment on the role of the

Armed Forces and Security Forces, which are the "... ever alert watching eye for

citizens' security.,,96 This may or may not he a warning for those who might see him as

a weak prospect, or lacking the political ability of Hussein.

An important sign that Abdullah is continuing the incremental political openings

that his father began is the promise of a new electorallaw. This legislation would see

the system remain as a single vote system. but the size and number of constituencies

would change.97 Also in debate is whether the voting age should be lowered from 19 to

18 and that quotas be instated to enable more women to participate in parliament.

Critics argue that the CUITent parliament would not pass a change in electoral law as

current members were elected uT.der the 1993 electoral law and may believe it harmful

to political future if they change voting regulations. Nevertheless, il has been suggested

that the government may put in place the new electorallaw temporarily law while the

Parliament is not sitting, then leave the amendments to he passed by the new parliament
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that would he elected under the new law. In 1989, the govemment was very careful to

map constituencies so that Palestinians, who would dominate many districts in a strictly

proportional representative system, could not tip the balance.98

On January 26th, 1998, Jordan's High Court ofJustice ruled that the temporary

Press and Publication la\v of 1997 was unconstitutional and ruled in favour of thirteen

weekly oewspapers that had their licenses suspended and then revoked under that law.

Under Article 94 of the constitution, the Council of Ministers is allowed to release

temporary laws, if the Parliament is oot sitting, and the provisionallaw covers matters

that cannot be delayed, or "necessitate expenditures incapable of postponement. ,,99 The

teo judge Higher Judicial Committee decided that the temporary rule did oot meet these

criteria. The govemmeot accepted the COurt'S ruling, as the Minister of State for

Information Affairs, Samir Mutaweh, stated on January 27, 1998 that "We are a

democratic country that respects the constitution and law and we respect the judicial

system. The government's decision to go along with the court's ruling was an excellent

way for the state to demonstrate that it is willing to work \vithin a democratic

system."IOO [t also legitimized the judicial system as acting autonomously from the

state. I01 Increasing reliance on constitutionallaw in everyday life will enhance the

legitimacy of the kingdom.

[n June of2000, a new government was formed under Ali Abul Ragheb after the

resignation of Prime Minister Abdel Raouf Al Rawabdeh. Abul Ragheb's government

is being heralded in the press as a new era of politics under king Abdullah, as his is the

tirst government that has a cabinet selected exclusively by the Prime Minister.

Nevertbeless, criticism has been expressed regarding the varied political affiliations of
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the ministers and how this might affect the efficiency of the new cabinet. 102

Although difficult to measure it is important to attempt to gage how the general

public feels about liberalization. In May 2000 the Center for Strategie Studies at the

University of Jordan published the results of a poil conducted to identify the attitudes of

Jordanians with regard to the "democratic" process. On the question of the degree of

opinion 15% said that it was guaranteed to a large degree, this represents a drop to all

but one previous opinion poli asking the same question since 1995. 72.6% of

respondents did not believe they had the ability to criticize the government without

repercussions to themselves or their family, representing an increase of nearly 3% over

the previous year. FinaIly, 73.5% of respondents reported that they cannot participate

in peaceful opposition political activity without suffering repercussions, also a decrease

of 3% over the previous year. ID3 The results of this poU may be a consequence of many

of the reversais to previous political openings, and a feeling that the government is

insincere in its promises ta continue ta offer refonn to the political system.

4.2. Monarchy and the Pursuit of Liberalization in Jordan: Conclusion

Through Jordan's relatively brief history, the regime has withstood attacks on the

ruler's life, survived a militant PLO, engaged in talks with Israel and Palestine, and

maintained good relations with most Middle East countries. As the country's longest

ruling leader, Hussein was able to balance the strong political voice of Palestinians

living in Jordan with the traditionally loyal segments of the Jordanian population, often

using co-optation, as opposed to coercion, as a way of suppressing opposition to his

regime. Following the "bread riots" of 1989, the king conducted a controlled

liheralization experiment. Despite a failing economy in 1989, the king was firmly
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entrenched as the ruling leader and thus could resort to liberalization as way to

legitimize his regime~ as opposed to enforcing his mIe through military suppression. As

discussed above~ his decision to co-opt instead ofcoercion may have been based on the

fact that traditionally loyal areas of the country had begun the riots.

Essential to the political reform the country has undergone and its reversaIs is

the supremacy of the monarch and his ability to controlliberalization. The ability of the

monarch, as the single most powerful political actor~ to enter into negotiations and CQ

opt opposition in the decision-making process appears to legitimize the top-down

refonn process, yet at the same time ensures the rule of the monarchy is supported by

almost ail segments of the political spectrum. The king through his overriding

legislative power can also implement reform to various laws to curb the power of the

opposition in a less subtle, but arguably more effective manner. Changes to the

electorallaw in 1993 and gerrymandering were attempts by Hussein to guarantee loyal

parliaments. Similarly tough press laws proved that the king would tolerate no

personal criticism and only a moderate amount of government criticism. On the other

hand, courts found the controversial press law amendments of 1997 unconstitutional,

and the government accepted their rulings. Changes to the electorallaws provoked

widespread boycotting of the 1997 vote, which demonstrated that political parties are

becoming sophisticated enough to take a passive stance against the states' reversai of

democratic principles. Choosing to invoke international sympathy for their drive to

liberalize, rather than deteriorating into militant strife, King Abdullah has continued

these processes that is father put in place and have allowed incremental openings, such

as allowing Abul Ragheb to choose his own cabinet.
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Throughout the last five decades of Jordan's history, which coincided with the

rule of Hussein, majordecisions made within the kingdom were "top down". Hussein's

rule, firmly entrenched in the country's constitution, was marked by dismissals of prime

ministers, governments, the suspension of parliaments, and martial law. He often

allowed politics to run its course, even allowing for the most politicized and least loyal

segment of the population, the Palestinians, a share in goveming the state. However,

during times ofcivil unrest.. he would suspend parliament and use tough security

measures to crush opposition. An important key to Hussein's stability as leader was a

loyal following among Jordanians and a measure ofeconomic stability afforded by

foreign aid.

What started out as a fairly ambitious attempt at opening up the political system

in Jordan in the early 19905 has been somewhat reversed throughout the latter part of

the decade. Undoubtedly issues such as the Arab-Israeli peace process have played a

major role in the king's decision to repeatedly tread on liberal openings like the electoral

laws and press freedoms in order to maintain pro-palace govemments. However, the

impetus of liberalization in the country may lie with the opposition. The opposition's

choice to play by democratic mies to establish its own legitimacy has created less of a

risk for Abdullah to continue with the political openings his father started.

4.3. Reform in Kuwait

In 1989 a pro-democracy movement emerged in an attempt to retum to

parliamentary elections and constitutional adherence. At the outset, the emir tolerated

the new movement and agreed to meet with sorne of the leaders. In November of 1989,

the movement began having regular meetings that had been banned by the state and
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resulted in the police enforcing the ban with an unusual amount of force by Kuwaiti

standards. In December of 1989, the movement began to attract larger numbers and had

a petition with 30,000 signatures that called for parliamentary elections. The meetings

soon turned into large demonstrations that attracted thousands. The government

continued to use force against the movement, but the emir agreed to open discussions

between the government and pro-democratic leaders that led to the April 1990

compromise ofa National Council that would consist of fifty elected and twenty-five

appointed members. The purpose of the council was not to enact legislation, but to

propose policy that would promote national unity and stability.l04

The opposition was divided over the make up of the Council, but before any

further confrontation could occur, Iraq invaded Kuwait. During the Iraqi occupation.

opposition members who had fled Kuwait regrouped in exile, as did the ruling elite, and

demanded a retum to parliamentary politics following the invasion. The actions of the

ruling family during their self-imposed exile de-Iegitimized their rule, which solidified

the opposition and prompted the emir to caU a meeting between himself and opposition

leaders in Jidda, Saudi Arabia. The two sides came to an agreement that the emir would

restore the constitution and allow sorne public participation in govemment if the

opposition agreed to support him while in exile. 105 At the same time, opposition

members who had remained in Kuwait during the occupation found themselves in a

position to organize a resistance movement centred on a successful co-operative system

that supplied thousands of Kuwaitis with food and other necessities. This group of the

pro-democratic opposition c1aimed a share in political responsibility, and also

demanded a retum to a real National Assembly.106
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Despite the heightened sense ofpolitical independence and the compromise that

had been reached in Saudi Arabia, the emir immediately called for martiallaw and pre

war politics that contradicted what the opposition felt had been agreed upon while in

exile. 107 The state aIso began to seek out those who may have collaborated with Iraqi

forces; this search \vas directed mainly toward Palestinians in Kuwait. By June,

Kuwaiti courts heard over 300 cases. Allegations were made of torture, lack of

evidence, and denial of representation stemming from the arrests. Tensions mounted

between opposition and the government over accusations of widespread government

corruption and that the government had made no firm commitment to return to

parliamentary elections. I08

Following the invasion and mounting opposition, the government began

implementing economic policies that were meant to re-establish the status quo for

Kuwaitis. The state repaid car and mortgage payments, along with other debts, raised

public servant salaries, and announced a 25% blanket raise to nationals in the public

sector. Nevertheless. none ofthis was sufficient to return Kuwaitis to the life to which

they had been accustomed. Under growing criticism4 the government introduced a

political bargain by announcing National Assembly elections for October of 1992. 109

Campaigning was widespread and consisted of a large number ofpublic debates4

lectures and discussions. Among the issues discussed were women's suffrage. freedom

of the press, and foreign labour and management. Candidates established headquarters

in Kuwait's twenty-five electoral districts and proceeded to hold lectures and

discussions. Sorne headquarters boasted as many as 10,000 people in attendance for

their opening ceremonies. A study of the candidates indicated that 60% of candidates
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were running for the tirst time, 33% were professionals, 25% were merchants, and over

60% held university degrees. IIO

A number of blocs emerged in early stages of the eampaign that represented a

number ofdifferent segments of the population. One politieal group that ran in the

1992 eleetions was the Former Parliamentarians Group, which was comprised of

members of the dissolved 1986 parliament. Besides this group, five other politicaI

associations emerged during the 1992 campaign: 1) the Islamic ConstitutionaI

Movement, which was connected to the Muslim Brothers of Kuwait; 2) the Islamic

Popular Alliance, which held a somewhat more literai interpretation of Islam; 3) the

[slamic National Alliance, which represented the Shias; 4) the Kuwaiti Democratie

Forum, which combined both leftist and nationalists in Kuwait; and 5) the

Constitutional Forum, which was a centrist force backed by the Chamber of Commerce.

Although campaigning against one another, the groups maintained a level of co

operation in pressuring the government to keep the elections fair. Fifty-one candidates

were considered as semi-government candidates, while the majority of the 186

supported the government. III

The campaign of 1992 was unique in its openness, which eould be seen by the

number ofpublie meetings held and the freedom that the press was afforded. Ku\vait

University sponsored a number of debates that attracted large numbers. In one debate,

women's political rights were a topic ofdiscussion for the first time in Kuwaiti politics.

Despite the opposition's obvious massive support throughout the eampaign, there were

many people who believed that the traditional ruling elite and the opposition would

have to work together for the best interest of Kuwait. According to Shafeeq Ghabra, a
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number ofopposition candidates recognized that it was in part due to the internal

dissent in Kuwait in 1990 that the country was unable to effectively deal with the Iraqi

threat. 112

Not surprisingly, the opposition took 35 of the 50 seats in parliament. What was

surprising, however, was that the al-Sabah family relinquished sorne ministerial

positions to those outside the family. A second deputy to the Prime Minister was

added, even though he was from outside the royal family was added. For the first time~

six of the ten appointed ministerial positions went to members of the opposition.

Family members, however, retained the portfolios ofdefence, interior, foreign affairs

and information minister, in keeping with Michael Herb's definition ofa dynastie

monarchy.113 Essentially the cabinet posts retained by members of the ruling family

were the govemments most important, therefore, those given ta the opposition offered

very little in meaningful political power. The opposition moved quickly after their

electoral victory and set up inquiries into Kuwait's foreign investments, which included

the 10ss ofbillions of dollars in Spain. The parliament used the media to publish much

of what was uncovered, including evidence that implicated a number of al-Sabah family

members. Other issues discussed in parliament in the years immediately following the

1992 elections have involved religious restrictions put forward by the predominantly

Islamic make-up of the parliament. Sorne of the restrictions discussed were considered

eontrary to democratization; however, none of these restrictions reached the point of

being voted upon. 114 However, the most affective means of controlling the opposition

was the longstanding ties between opposition rnernbers and the government. This

included rnembers of the merchant community whose biggest client was the
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government. A second restriction on the effectiveness of the opposition in the

Assembly was its inability to fonn coalitions and stage combined opposition to the

govemment. 115

In spite of economic problems throughout the 1990s, which include an average

yearly deficit oî $5 billion dollars with no sign of reversai, none of the three major

political forces have atternpted to address this problem. 116 The Islamists, who had

combined to make up the largest single bloc in parliament after both the 1992 and 1996

elections, preferred to stick with social issues. The most pressing issue going into the

1996 elections was whether or not to segregate Kuwait University. Another major issue

in Kuwaiti politics that until recently had been ignored by the parliament was the issue

ofwomen's suffrage. Just before the October 1996 elections, wornen staged large

demonstrations demanding the right to vote. 117 The Islamist bloc in parliament, which

slipped slightly in the 1996 elections, can be seen as often attempting to limit

liberalization in Kuwait. Besides attempting to segregate Kuwait University, the

Islamists have also attempted to ban rock concerts and fashion shows. In a recent

incident, the Islamists in the parliament demanded the emir, Sheikh Jabir al-Ahmed AI

Sabah, remove the Minister of Information after he allowed 18 books that had been

banned to be on exhibit during a pan-Arab parliament. 1
[8 Besides the censorship law,

there is still a law banning political parties. The emir demonstrated is willingness to

step in and use is constitutional powers to defeat legislation unpopular with the palace.

This happened in 1994 when Islamists together with Bedouin and Independent

members of parliament passed a change to Article 2 of the constitution making Islamic

law the sole source of legislation. 119
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On July 17th, 1999, a new parliament opened, after the elections that followed

the May 4, 1999 suspension of parliament by the emir. This was the first time that

elections were called immediately following suspension, as stipulated in the Kuwaiti

constitution. Parliament had been suspended due to a stalemate that had developed

between the legislature and government, but the issues that had dead-Iocked these two

bodies arose in the preceding session. The results of the July 3rd elections had 13 pro

government candidates winning seats, while candidates known to be affiliated ,vith one

of the Islamist movements taking about 16 seats. 120 Political parties are stilled banned.

Most candidates belonged to one of roughly six political groupings. Tribal affiliations.

which can be divided into tbree classes. highly educated critical of government,

Islamists who have tribal allegiance but associated with Islamists groups, and those \vho

are pro-government. The Islamic Constitutional Movement a Sunni Islamist group

similar to the Muslim Brotherhood in other parts of the Arab world with a focus on

stronger Islamic pressure in the country. The Islamic Popular Movement or Salafa

harder line Sunni movemeni than the ICM. The Kuwait Democratie Forum and leftist

pan-Arab nationalist movement that supports women's suffrage, the separation of

crown prince and prime minister and calls for the formation of political parties. The

National Islamic Coalition a Shi'te Muslim alliance including sorne fundamentalists.

Finally, the Constitutional Bloc the represents the merchant families. 121

About 60 decrees had been made during the suspension, including the right for

women to vote in the next scheduled e1ections in 2003, which is probably the most

controversial issue in Kuwaiti politics. Other pressing issues that were included in the

emir's Speech to parliament in July 1999 were the encouragement ofprivate sector
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growth and the increase of the role of the police and the national guard. l22

Unfortunately, in November of 1999, the legisiature struck down the decree by the emir

to allow wornen's suffrage by a vote of44 to 21. A number of women sought out

suffrage in the courts, but in July of 2000, the courts upheid the vote in legislature and

wornen are still not granted the right to vote. 123 This reversaI in liberalization is

interesting in that the elected Iegislature struck down an erniri decree that wouid have

been a step forward for the process of liberalization, however it does illustrate

parliamentary independence. Similarly, although the court's decision did not favour

liberalization in general, it did demonstrate that the courts could be a separate entity

beyond the will of the emir.

At the same time, other actors in Kuwait have found success in a more

Iiberalized regirne. Kuwait's business elite, under the leadership of the Kuwait

Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI), has proven very adept at playing off

opposition against the state in parliament to ensure that certain economic policies are

put in place. ln this respect, the business elite within Kuwait has often taken on a pro

democratic tone, demanding the reinstitution of parliament in the 1980s and 1990s. [1

was not necessarily the goal of the KCCI to gain seats in the National Assembly; it was

rather to ensure an opposition to government that would force the government to seek

the Chamber as an ally, while in return the Chamber would gain policy influence with

the state. In demonstrating that the KCCI had little inclination toward holding

increased seats in the Assembly in the 1980s, Pete Moore points out that in 1980, a

Constitutional Review Committee struck to review the electoral process, and headed by

KCCI board member Abdul Razzik Khalid al-Zayd, actually altered constituency Iines
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in Kuwait that made it more difficult for KCCI members to be elected to parliament. 12
.f

The invasion of Kuwait by Iraq led to an increased role that the KCCI would

play with the state. Two prominent leaders of the KeeI remained in Kuwait during the

occupation and one, Yusuf al-Ghanim, was said to be very involved in the resistance

movement, which raised the KCCI's popularity among Kuwaitis. As a result of the

occupation, the state also needed to rely on the business eHte for rebuilding. Jasim al

Sagr, the President of the KCCI, won a seat in Parliament under the KeCI political

grouping, al-Tajammu al-Dusturi, in the 1992 parliamentary elections. The merchant

elite certainly did not dominate parliament; however, the fact that there was a

parliament that challenged the government provided the KCCI and merchant elite with

an opportunity to draw doser to the government in order to push for their own policy

ambitions. 125

Following the occupation, Kuwait was facing a financiaI crisis similar to the one

it faced in the 1980s with the Suq al-Manakh debacle. Kuwaiti banks were looking at

bad debts that totalled around KD 6,300 million. The government turned to the KCCI

to look for solutions to their economie woes. They had become effective in making

their poliey goals known to governing officiaIs through their elite contacts, as weIl as

their institutional capabilities. However, once their plans were passed to parliament for

legislative approval, their influence was less effective. Throughout the first half of the

1990s, the continued struggle to deal with debt repayment from the Suq al-Manakh

crises pitted parliamentary opposition against the KCCI, which for the mast part fought

the government's position on the matter. Because ofthis, the KCCI had gained a

stronger voice with the governrnent as a result of its support for other economic
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policies. Sorne of these POlicies, such as a free trade zone, were passed through

parliament with little opposition. However, the KCCI's position that the state should

begin to privatize met with strong opposition in parliament. 126

The case of the KCCI demonstrates how low level political actors in a

monarchical regime cao take advantage of the process of liberalization as a way to

further their goals. In playing a pro-palace government against opposition and vice

versa, they further their own goals. At the same time the co-optation of merchant elite

into the decision-making process increases support for the government. By creating

more ties between the government and a large traditionally powerful segment secures

legitimation for the monarchy by an influential portion of the population.

4.4. Kuwait as an Oil Monarchy: Conclusion

Unlike any of the other oil-rich states in the region Kuwait has proceeded on a

course of liberalization. The political aspirations of the people and the willingness of

the royal family to concede sorne power are demonstrated by the state's thirty years of

parliamentary election, constitution that in rnany ways supports sorne democratic

principles. and relatively strong political groups that have chosen to play by democratic

rules in a less than democratic country. The mismanagement of revenues and the

apparent helplessness of the government during the invasion by Iraq forced the palace

to seek a wider degree of political participation in running the country.

Despite the regime' s need for widespread political support, it still remains a

country ruled by a monarch who can only be replaced through succession. FormaI

political parties remain outlawed, and the emiT has proven that he will shut down

parliament if opposition becomes too strong. Coinciding with this is an opposition that
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has not proven ready to deal with serious issues of the state, particuIarly the financial

aspects~ which have only begun to recover. Kuwait's experiment with liberalization has

not seen a complete reversai as in other Arab countries and to a degree has continued

the process ofopening up the political system, this May be more attributable to a weak

opposition in parliament that has pursued issues of little substance, than a grass roots

push for more liberalization. At the same time~ opposition members curbed

liberalization by not attempting to expand the political arena through allowing women

to vote or even attempting to legalize political parties.

CONCLUSION

It has been just over a decade since the first signs of political change elicited

interest from scholars who speculated on how and when, or even if a transition to

democratization would take place in the Arab world. Writers used concepts such as

'~civil society" and "political culture" as explanatory vehicles for understanding the

nature of political progress in this region, yet no conclusive theory emerged that could

accurately predict whether the Arab world would embrace democracy or not. Setting

aside visions for democratization occurring in the Arab world, this paper sought to

examine evidence of liberalization in the Arab world through the independent variable

monarchical regime type. In doing so, the aim of this paper was to show the broader

implications of regime type in explaining how and why a country decides to introduce

political openings.

The above discussion of the recent history of Jordan and Kuwait indicate that
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sorne monarchical regimes will seek political legitimacy in times ofcrisis through

political bargain, as opposed to resorting to security measures that traditionally

characterize the domestic policy of most countries in the region during crisis. Both

cases show that by the late 1980s and early 1990s the political elite were willing to offer

political reform in the context of parliamentary elections and tolerance of political

associations in return for allegiance to the monarch and acceptance of policies that were

required to remedy the crisis. The political bargains reached just over a decade ago

were shaped by the legitimacy ofthese regimes, which in turn was rooted in the

political history of the state and the institutionalization of the monarchical regime.

The continued liberalization in both cases is a result of the centralization of

power in the hands of the monarchs and their ability to set the rules for Iiberalization,

while at the same time judging the political game as it unfolds. Thus,liberalization

May be the result ofa bargain by the state in lieu of martial Iaw in dealing with a crisis.

but the continued process of liberalization has more to do with the type of regime and to

what degree the ruling elite can control the unfolding process while maintaining an

appearance of legitimacy. When crisis struck both Jordan and Kuwait in the last decade

of the twentieth century, opposition mounted against the rulers, but at no time was the

regime challenged. Opposition leaders sought a share in the state process, yet did not

object to the nature of the regime itse1f. In the republics of Egypt and Aigeria, which

faced similar crises to that ofJordan and Kuwait in the late 19805, opposition groups

did emerge that challenged the political system and threatened to change the system

once they gained power. For example, the Islamic Salvation Front (FIS) took part in

elections in Aigeria in the early 1990's with the goal ofachieving power through
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democratic process, even though fundamentally the party did not believe that

democracy could coexist with an Islamic state. FIS leadership objected to notions of

the separation of politics and religion and a multiparty political system among other

democratic principals. 127 Thus, a victory for the FIS in 1991 may have heen perceived

by the military and political elite as a threat to the democratization process and more

importantly to their own personal political power. Therefore, the democratic

experiment was brought to a quick and dramatic hait. Conversely, at the outset of the

liheralization experiments in Jordan and Kuwait opposition groups were not perceived

as a threat to the system of governance and parliamentary elections have continued to

be held.

Central ta the notion that a monarchical regime is an important factor in

explaining Jordan and Kuwait's experimentation with liberalization is that by the late

1980s, these countries had established a degree of political stability with the vast

majority of political power centralized in the palace. This enabled them to open their

political system without risking the stability of the regime. Prior to this, both countries

had resorted to force as recourse to domestic uprisings or threats from regional actors.

While il is true that for a short time following the liberation of Kuwait in 1991 the emir

declared martiallaw, it was not enough to quell opposition and was quickly replaced

with the agreement made in exile, where the emir had acquiesced to parliamentary

elections in return for support. Jordan' s political history is particularly marked by

violent clashes between the state and both its citizens and refugees living within the

state. A number of times it appeared as though militant opposition within Jordan may

have overturned the palace, with only Hussein's special brand of personal cule and
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shrewd use ofmilitary forces saving the regime. The demonstrations of 1989 were not

seen as a threat to the stability ofHussein's regime, but indicated that his most loyal

subjects were losing confidence in his government. It is notable that a well-organized

opposition movement was not responsible for the uprising, nor did it cali for the

overthrow of the regime.

In Kuwait, the use of force against its citizens has been historically negligible;

however, suspension of parliament has been used regularly as a tactic by the emir ta

deal with opposition to palace-backed policy. The state's decision to hold

parliamentary elections in 1991 and the political tolerance they displayed can be seen

both as a way to legitimize their regime in the face of international scrutiny ~ and as a

way ta gain national support following the ruling family's inept handling of the Iraqi

affair. At the same lime, a militant or volatile opposition had not appeared.

Opposition leaders were not cal1ing for an end ta monarchieal rule, rather a more

accountable government, facilitated by an elected legislature that would act as a check

on the executive. Therefore, as in the case of Jordan, a non-militant opposition calling

for political reform offered little threat to a monarch in crisis; thus, political bargain as

opposed to military intervention legitimized the regime.

The constitutions of both Kuwait and Jordan have served as indicators of their

regimes' commitment to more open styles ofgovernance, which simultaneously

solidified the omnipotent power of the monarch. As contradictory as this statement

may seem, it is an accurate statement ofhow liberalization in these countnes will

unfoid in the next few years. The constitutions ofboth countries offer mies that offer

lower level decision-makers legitimate grounds with which ta affect policy or counter
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policies of the ruling elite. At the same time, the monarch can enforce articles of the

constitution that override decisions of lower bodies of the political system, which

provides the monarch with a level of protection from unsupportive factions in

government. However, the more that monarchs allow the lower level eHte to act

autonomous of the executive and in accordance with their constitutions, the more likely

such "liberal democratic" principles will become ingrained in the political culture of the

state. Although it would be far too optimistic to say that these monarchs will fully

honour the articles of their constitutions in the future, the more often that they do so, the

more difficult it becomes for them to veer from these fundamental principles, without

drawing strong domestic and even international protest. As has been shown in the body

ofthis paper, several recent cases in both Kuwait and Jordan have demonstrated that

these monarchs are willing to allow palace initiated legislation to be overturned in the

parliament and courts.

In bath cases, the monarch has used a combination of co-optation and

manipulation to ensure that governments are distinctly pro-palace while maintaining the

appearance of a continued pursuit of political openness. In Jordan, crafty changes to the

electorallaw helped the king bring in a more loyal parliament. In Kuwait, an

opposition that pursued less than popular policies undermining their effectiveness in

parliament aided the emir. On the one hand, monarchies can manipulate the rules of

liberalization, while on the other, they allow parHamentary politics ta run its course

while still achieving results that do not tip the political balance away from the throne.

This fulfils the prediction by Brynen, Korany, and Noble that monarchies can " ... act

simultaneously as both interested players and far-from-impartial umpires in the poHtical
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reform process.,,128

By agreeing to play by the mies that have been dictated by the palace, lower

level political actors have been able to successfully pursue their goals, while monarchs

have not had to use force to suppress militant opposition, which undoubtedly would

have reduced their legitimacy. In the case of Kuwait, the merchant elite bas found a

niche for employing their economic goals by playing the parliament against the emir

and vice versa. In Jordan, as weIl, the press bas successfully used the courts to overtum

restrictive legislation. This suggests that those in the courts feel a degree of autonomy

from the state that allows them to uphold justice. Thus, a docile opposition and sorne

success by political actors at lower levels of the state's political system has served to

create a degree of legitirnacy for the state in their efforts to refonn. At the same time,

there has not been an obvious increase in anY perceived risk on the part of the palace

that continuing with current political openings may de-stabilize the regime. In this

sense it is conceivable that incremental political change is plausible in the future as the

regime seeks further support and domestic unrest seems unlikely, although in Jordan

many of the gains of the early 1990s \vere eroded later. Furthermore, success by civil

associations and parliament may create a mechanism by which it would regulate itself

with regard to domestic actors who become to militant. A disintegration to violence

may very well spell the end to even the small political openings that have been

accomplished thus far.

In both Kuwait and Jordan, the states are realizing the importance of having the

support of influential members of its society involved in the decision-making process.

In one respect, involving lower level eHtes in questions of state policy offers the state an
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opportunity to appear to be functioning in a democratic way. On the other hand, by

going along with decisions made at different Ievels ofgovernment and society, the state

has a scapegoat when things go wrong. Fortunately for the monarch in Kuwait,

economic policy decisions that the KCCI have encouraged have been sound economic

policies and were similar to those that the IMF believed to be appropriate action for

Kuwait. Despite the self-motivating reasons for the state to accept mid-Ievel decision

making, it is a move toward wider participation in state affairs and bodes weIl for

liberalization.

Kuwait and Jordan' s political reform processes were sparked by crisis. but have

been able to continue beyond the scope of those crises, which indicates that there may

have been little serious opposition to important government issues. In Jordan, if the

parliament continues to support the state's decision with regard to the peace process,

King Abdullah may see little reason to further reverse any of the political openings that

have been made. In Kuwait, the political opposition does not appear ready to threaten

any serious course of action that the state chooses to take. Those on the lower rungs of

Kuwaiti decision-making appear to be benefiting the most from political openings.

In the case of Jordan the nature of the politicallandscape in the Middle East has

changed in such away that makes it unlikely that the same forces that attempted to

destabilize the monarchy in the pasto As discussed above, in general Palestinians are

seeking a sovereign Palestinian state and do not wish to become embroiled in Jordanian

politics as it May discredit their attempts at forming their own state. In Kuwait,

fol1owing the invasion an enthusiastic opposition went after cabinet ministers and

questioned the regimes handling of finances, but since the early 1990s the opposition
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has sought insignificant poIicies that in no way threaten the emir. Although Kuwait

remains one of the more Iiberal states in the region it is likely that further liberaIization

will be at a pace comfortable to the emir as elected members of the Assembly seem

content on focusing on less than liberal issues. While an interesting development to

watch is whether a women's movement will become a more expressive player in

Kuwaiti politics - though still outside the elected body. Their closest ally may becorne

the emir who has already displayed an interest in involving women in the political

system.

What are the implications of this study on the monarchies in the region besides

Kuwait and Jordan? Although Morocco is counted among the more liberal states in the

region, its liheralization experiment has not been as extensive as that of Kuwait and

Jordan. Bahgat Korany explains that what has appeared in Morocco as democratization

is really only a measure of multipartyisrn, which he argues the state has used to smother

opposition forces. In Morocco he says, "Pluralism in this case is reduced to a pure

formality that cannot affect royal monopoly.,,129 Perhaps Morocco's lack of success in

Iiberalization rnay be attributed to the inability of the regime to solidify itself in the

political culture of the state. The youngest of the three liberalizing rnonarchs in terms

of independence, Morocco has not undergone a significant period of time without a

crisis flaring up that threatens the perceived stability of the regime. Of the three,

Morocco can be characterized as the less stable monarchy al the start of the 1990s.

The remaining five monarchies have in common the wealth that oil production

provides them. Legitimizing strategies in these regimes are more contingent with
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neopatrimonialism than political bargains~ as the former is less a shift from the political

culture that has existed in this region for centuries. One factor that may change the

nature of these political systems~ is if as in the late 1980s a dramatic drop in oil prices

follows the current high price oil is fetching on the world market. At any rate~ the

response of these regimes to a crisis may indeed unfold in much the same way as they

did in Kuwait and Jordan~ though more like Kuwait than Jordan. For instance,

monarchical rule in these five countries is a political constant~ it is unlikely that a single

crisis would be enough to calI for a change in the political system of these states.

Secondly, the underdevelopment ofany sort of civil society in these countries speaks of

the lack of potential for an effective opposition to emerge that could undermine the

authority of the regime. A third constant in the political system ofthese remaining

monarchs is an internaI security apparatus that has been facilitated by the wealth of the

regime. Such a system would act as a deterrent to militant groups that may emerge

during times of crisis. Taking into account these factors, Sahrain. Qatar, Saudi Arabia~

Oman, and United Arab Emirates may see Iiule risk in offering political reform during

periods of crisis.

The contribution ofthis study to the discipline ofpolitical science as whole is

the demonstration that a current regime structure may be instrumental in explaining

how a country will implement reform to ilS political system. As opposed to looking at

variables inherent to a particular regime or set of regimes, this study suggests that using

regime type as an independent variable and considering variables such as civil society,

international pressure, and economics as intervening variables one may predict how a

state may make a transition to another type ofpolitical system.
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